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ABSTRACT  

 

The objective of the smart helmet is to provide safety of helmet theft, alcohol detection and 

apparatus for detecting and reporting accidents. Helmet theft is one of the main issues faced in 

today’s world. Many people book a ride and take away the helmet with them while ending the 

trip. Which in turn cause a great loss to the company or the organization. 

 

Nowadays most of the countries are forcing the motor riders to wear the helmet and not to use 

the vehicles when the person is in drunken condition. But still the rules are being violated by 

the users. In order to overcome this, we introduce an intelligent system, Smart Helmet, which 

automatically checks whether the person is wearing the helmet and has non- alcoholic breath 

while driving. Here we have a transmitter at the helmet and the receiver at the bike. There is a 

switch used to sure the wearing of helmet on the head. The ON condition of the switch ensures 

the placing of the helmet in proper manner. An alcohol sensor is placed near to the mouth of 

the driver in the helmet to detect the presence of alcohol. The data to be transferred is coded 

with RF encoder and transmitted through radio frequency transmitter. The receiver at the bike 

receives the data and decodes it through RF decoder. The engine should not ON if any of the 

two conditions is violated. MCU controls the function of relay and thus the ignition, it controls 

the engine through a relay and a relay interfacing circuit  

 

Our main motive is to avoid the delay in aid after accidents. Smart helmet is connected to a 

smartphone via Bluetooth. The microcontroller in the smart helmet is used to keep track of 

related information of all parameters regarding accidents. Impact sensor is used to detect the 

vibrations of the impact on the helmet due to accident and gyroscope detects sudden changes 

in the X, Y and Z axes. When accidents happen, Sensors send data to node and NodeMCU 

sends data to application through cloud, related information is sent to emergency contacts and 

nearby hospital through the android app . 
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CHAPTER 1     

INTRODUCTION                                                                                                       

 

1.1 Aim and Objective: 

The aim is to build a smart helmet which is capable of alcohol detection and also can send notification 

to nearest hospital is any accident take place. We also insure the safety of helmet theft in rental 

vehicle’s. 

The objective is to help in reducing the number of death in road accident’s in two wheelers’ and also 

provide helmet security to the rental vehicle’s, which reduces the company loss. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement: 

 Helmet theft in rental vehicles(Bounce). 

 IoT-Enabled Alcohol Detection System inside the helmet. 

 IoT Based Automatic Vehicle Accident Detection. 
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CHAPTER 2     

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Helmet theft in rental vehicle’s using RFID TAGS: 

According to article published in times of India, it stated that,” At least 1,000-2,000 helmets 

are stolen in a month. The number has been steadily increasing as the number of bikes has 

gone up from 4000 in June to over 10,000 now”. 

 

2.2 Alcohol Detection inside helmet: 

James and John proposed an alcohol detection system that alerts the driver through his/her cell 

phone. The major components of this system was the GSM module and the LM358 module. 

This system was a huge advancement from breath analyzers as it was based on GSM 

technology using the GSM module and dumped the use of an alarm circuit but still employed 

the LM358 Op-Amp. The system alerted via text messages using a GSM module and had a 

unique ringtone for such text messages set on the cell phone. Its major demerit was the lack of 

an LCD unit and an alarm circuit which could be useful in cases where the driver is not in 

possession of his/her phone. 

Another alcohol detection system was developed in based on PIC16F877A microcontroller. 

The presence of the microcontroller allowed for ease of manipulation of the threshold 

depending on body chemistry. The presence of the microcontroller gave room for addition of 

other features in the future. The only major drawback was the system’s inability for a direct 

real time implementation due to it being powered by an AC power supply, as the alcohol sensor 

wouldn’t have the opportunity to have at least 3 hr. full run in time it would get if on DC supply 

(vehicle battery) to give the sensor the degree of accuracy it requires for its operation. 

    

2.3 Accident’s Detection and informing nearest hospital: 

 Dr. Himadri Nath Saha et al. [2], provided a methodology on proposed paper. This methodology 

identifies if one is wearing a helmet or not. It also detects occurrence of any accidents and 

overconsumption of alcohol. They made the use of components such as flex sensor, impact sensor, 

accelerometer, GPS module (SIM 28ML), breath analyzer (MQ3), Bluetooth module (BLE HM-10), 

Arduino nano, and voltage regulator (9V to 5V). The helmet module consists of the Arduino nano 
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connected to sensors, GPS module, Bluetooth module and battery module. This helmet module is 

connected to the smartphone using Bluetooth.  

Sometimes the false accident detection leads to the ringing of the alarm. Successive button-click 

activity reported an alarm as false. This was a drawback as it let to repeatedly respond to the alarm 

while driving. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3  Survay 
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CHAPTER 3        

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS 

3.1 Hardware Requirements:  

 Accelerometer Sensor 

 Cables and Connectors 

 RFID sensor 

 RFID tag 

 Power Supply 

 RF Encoder  

 RF Transmitter 

 Helmet Sensor Switch 

 MQ3 sensor  

 GPS 

 NodeMcu8266 

 OEM Vibration Sensor Module Alarm SW-420 

 

3.1.1 NodeMCU 

Development boards, such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi, are common choices when 

prototyping new IoT devices. Those development boards are essentially mini- computers that 

can connect to and be programmed by a standard PC or Mac. After it has been programmed, 

the development boards can then connect to and control sensors in the field. 

Because the “I” in IoT stands for internet, the development boards need a way to 

connect to the internet. In the field, the best way to connect to the internet is by using wireless 

networks.  

What is NodeMCU? 

The NodeMCU (Node Microcontroller Unit) is an open source software and hardware 

development environment that is built around a very inexpensive System-on-a-Chip (SoC) 

called the ESP8266. The ESP8266, designed and manufactured by Espressif Systems, 

contains all crucial elements of the modern computer: CPU, RAM, networking (Wi-Fi), and 

http://nodemcu.com/index_en.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ESP8266
https://espressif.com/en/products/hardware/esp8266ex/overview
https://espressif.com/en/products/hardware/esp8266ex/overview
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even a modern operating system and SDK. When purchased at bulk, the ESP8266 chip costs 

only $2 USD a piece. That makes it an excellent choice for IoT projects of all kinds. 

 

However, as a chip, the ESP8266 is also hard to access and use. The user has to solder 

wires, with the appropriate analog voltage, to its PINs for the simplest tasks such as powering 

it on or sending a keystroke to the computer on the chip. And, the user has to program it in 

low-level machine instructions that can be interpreted by the chip hardware. While this level 

of integration is not a problem when the ESP8266 is used as an embedded controller chip in 

mass-produced electronics, it is a huge burden for hobbyists, hackers, or students who want 

to experiment with it in their own IoT projects. 

Borrowing a page from the successful playbooks of Arduino or a Raspberry Pi, the 

NodeMCU project aims to simplify ESP8266 development. It has two key components.  

 

 An open source ESP8266 firmware that is built on top of the chip manufacturer’s 

proprietary SDK. The firmware provides a simple programming environment based 

on eLua (embedded Lua), which is a very simple and fast scripting language with 

an established developer community.  

 A DEVKIT board that incorporates the ESP8266 chip on a standard circuit board. 

The board has a built-in USB port that is already wired up with the chip, a hardware 

reset button, wifi antenna, LED lights, and standard-sized GPIO (General Purpose 

Input Output) pins that can plug into a bread board. 

 

But, what about Arduino, the user asks? The Arduino project creates an open source hardware 

design and software SDK for a versatile IoT controller. Similar to NodeMCU, the Arduino 

hardware is a microcontroller board with a ready USB connector, LED lights, and standard 

data pins. It also defines standard interfaces to interact with sensors or other boards. But 

unlike NodeMCU, the Arduino board can have different types of CPU chips with memory 

chips, and a variety of programming environments. In fact, there is an Arduino reference 

design for the ESP8266 chip as well. 

 

 

 

 

http://bbs.espressif.com/
http://www.arduino.org/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/
https://github.com/nodemcu/nodemcu-firmware
http://www.eluaproject.net/
https://www.lua.org/
https://github.com/nodemcu/nodemcu-devkit
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Fig No- 3.1.1.1 NodeMCU 

 

 

 

Fig No- 3.1.1.2 Pin Diagram of NodeMCU 
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3.1.2  RFID Reader 

                   RFID (radio frequency identification) is a form of wireless communication that 

incorporates the use of electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling in the radio frequency portion 

of the electromagnetic spectrum to uniquely identify an object, animal or person.  

RFID systems:  

         An RFID system consists of three components: a scanning antenna and transceiver (often        

combined into one reader, also known as an interrogator) and a transponder, the RFID tag. An 

RFID tag consists of a microchip, memory and antenna. The RFID reader is a network-

connected device that can be permanently attached or portable. It uses radio frequency waves 

to transmit signals that activate the tag. Once activated, the tag sends a wave back to the 

antenna, where it is translated into data.  

Types of RFID tags:  

               There are two main types of RFID tags: active RFID and passive RFID. An active 

RFID tag has its own power source, often a battery. A passive RFID tag, on the other hand, 

does not require batteries; rather it receives its power from the reading antenna, whose 

electromagnetic wave induces a current in the RFID tag's antenna.  

RFID tags typically hold less than 2,000 KB of data, including a unique identifier/serial 

number. Tags can be read-only or read-write, where data can be added by the reader or existing 

data overwritten. The read range for RFID tags varies based on factors including type of tag, 

type of reader, RFID frequency, and interference in the surrounding environment or from other 

RFID tags and readers. Generally speaking, active RFID tags have a longer read range than 

passive RFID tags due to the stronger power source.  

Types of RFID systems:  

               There are three main types of RFID systems: low frequency (LF), high frequency 

(HF) and ultra-high frequency (UHF). Microwave RFID is also available. Frequencies vary 

greatly by country and region. Low-frequency RFID systems range from 30 KHz to 500 KHz, 

though the typical frequency is 125 KHz. LF RFID has short transmission ranges, generally 

anywhere from a few inches to less than six feet. High-frequency RFID systems range from 3 

MHz to 30 MHz, with the typical HF frequency being 13.56 MHz. The standard range is 

anywhere from a few inches to several feet. UHF RFID systems range from 300 MHz to 960 

MHz, with the typical frequency of 433 MHz and can generally be read from 25-plus feet away.  

Microwave RFID systems run at 2.45 GHz and can be read from more than 30-plus feet away.  
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The frequency used will depend on the RFID application, with actual obtained distances 

sometimes varying considerably from what might be expected. For example, when the U.S. 

State Department announced it was to issue electronic passports enabled with an RFID chip, it 

said the chips would only be able to be read from approximately four inches away. However, 

the State Department was soon confronted with evidence that RFID readers could skim the 

information from the RFID tags from much farther than 4 inches, some claiming upward of 33 

feet away, proving the difference between advertised and actual range can vary immensely.  

If read longer ranges are needed, using particular tags with additional power can boost read 

ranges to 300-plus feet. 

 

 

 

                               

 

                                                   Fig. 3.1.2  RFID Reader 

 

3.1.3  RFID Tag 

       A Radio Frequency Identification Tag (RFID tag) is an electronic tag that 

exchanges data with a RFID reader through radio waves. 

                    Most RFID tags are made up of at least two main parts. The first is an an antenna, 

which receives radio frequency (RF) waves. The second is an integrated circuit (IC), which 

is used for processing and storing data, as well as modulating and demodulating the radio 

waves received/sent by the antenna. 

                      In the context of RFID technology, the term “tag” also includes labels and cards. 

The kind of tag depends on the body or object to which the tag is attached. RFID systems 

can operate in either Ultra High Frequency (UHF), High Frequency (HF) or Low Frequency 

(LF). Thus, tags also can vary in terms of the frequencies on which they operate. 

                      These tags can be attached to almost any object. Although the usual target 

objects are apparel, baggages, containers, construction materials, laundry and bottles, they 

also may be attached to animals, humans and vehicles. Some RFID tags are designed for 
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rugged, outdoor-based applications. 

These are built to endure natural and incandescent light, vibration, shock, rain, dust, 

oil and other harsh conditions. They are normally passive in that to function, they do not 

require batteries and can operate 24/7 without risk of power loss. Such heavy- duty tags are 

usually attached to trucks, cargo containers and light rail cars for cargo tracking, fleet 

management, vehicle tracking, vehicle identification and supply container tracking, among 

others. 

 

                                               Fig. 3.1.3 RFID Tag 

 

 

3.1.4 MQ 3 Alcohol Sensor 

MQThis module is made using Alcohol Gas Sensor MQ3. It is a low cost semiconductor sensor 

which can detect the presence of alcohol gases at concentrations from 0.05 mg/L to 10 mg/L. 

The sensitive material used for this sensor is SnO2, whose conductivity is lower in clean air. 

It’s conductivity increases as the concentration of alcohol gases increases. It has high 

sensitivity to alcohol and has a good resistance to disturbances due to smoke, vapor and 

gasoline. This module provides both digital and analog outputs. MQ3 alcohol sensor module 

can be easily interfaced with Microcontrollers, Arduino Boards, Raspberry Pi etc. 

This alcohol sensor is suitable for detecting alcohol concentration on your breath, just like your 

common breathalyzer. It has a high sensitivity and fast response time. Sensor provides an 

analog resistive output based on alcohol concentration. The drive circuit is very simple, all it 

needs is one resistor. A simple interface could be a 0-3.3V ADC. 
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Fig. 3.1.4 MQ 3 Sensor 

3.1.5 IR Sensor 

This is a multipurpose infrared sensor which can be used for color detection.The sensor 

provides a digital as well as analog output. An on board LED is used to indicate the presence 

of an object. This digital output can be directly connected to an Arduino, Raspberry Pi or any 

other microcontroller to read the sensor output. IR sensors are highly susceptible to ambient 

light and the IR sensor on this sensor is suitably covered to reduce effect of ambient light on 

the sensor. The on board potentiometer should be used to calibrate the sensor. 

An infrared light emitting diode (IR LED) emits light of Infrared range 700 nanometers 

(nm) to 1 mm. This light is not visible by naked eyes but can be seen by a camera (that is why 

these are also used in night vision cameras). A photo diode gives response in term of change 

in resistance when light falls on it. That change is measured in terms of voltage. 

An IR LED and a Photo diode are used in a combination for proximity and color 

detection. An IR LED (transmitter) emits IR light, that light gets reflected by the object, the 

reflected light is received by an IR receiver (Photo Diode). Amount of reflection and reception 

varies with the distance. This difference causes to change in input voltage through IR input. 

This variation in input voltage is used for proximity detection. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1.5 IR Sensor 
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3.1.6 OEM Vibration Sensor Module Alarm SW-420 Sensor 

The Vibration module based on the vibration sensor SW-420 and Comparator LM393 to 

detect if there is any vibration that beyond the threshold. The threshold can be adjusted by 

the on-board potentiometer. When this no vibration, this module output logic LOW the 

signal indicate LED light, And vice versa. 

Uses: For a variety of shocks triggering, theft alarm, smart car, an earthquake alarm, 

motorcycle alarm. This module when compared with normally open penumatic shock 

sensor module, shock triggered much longer can drive relay module 

the use of the company's production of SW-420 normally closed type vibration sensors. 

comparator output signal clean wave well, driving ability, 15mA 

rated voltage and 3.3V-5V output: digital switching output (0 and 1) a bolt-hole for easy 

installation 

small Board PCB dimensions: 3.2cm x 1.4cm. using wide LM393 voltage comparator 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1.6 IR Sensor 

3.1.7 MPU6050 sensor 

MPU6050 sensor has many functions over the single chip. It consists a MEMS accelerometer, 

a MEMS gyro, and temperature sensor. This module is very accurate while converting analog 

values to digital because it has a 16bit analog to digital converter hardware for each channel. 

This module is capable to capture x, y and z channel at the same time. It has an I2C interface 

to communicate with the host controller. This MPU6050 module is a compact chip having 

both accelerometer and gyro. This is a very useful device for many applications like drones, 

robots, motion sensors. It is also called Gyroscope or Triple axis accelerometer. 

 

                        

        Fig.3.1.7 MPU6050  Sensor 
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3.2 Software Requirements  

 Arduino IDE 

 ThinkSpeak Cloud 

 Android Studio 

 Notepad++ 

 

 

3.2.1 Arduino IDE  

 

The Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) is a cross-platform application 

(for Windows, macOS, Linux) that is written in the programming language Java. It is used to 

write and upload programs to Arduino board.The source code for the IDE is released under the 

GNU General Public License, version 2. The Arduino IDE supports the languages C and C++ 

using special rules of code structuring. The Arduino IDE supplies a software library from the 

Wiring project, which provides many common input and output procedures. User-written code 

only requires two basic functions, for starting the sketch and the main program loop, that are 

compiled and linked with a program stub main () into an executable cyclic executive program 

with the GNU toolchain, also included with the IDE distribution. The Arduino IDE employs 

the program argued to convert the executable code into a text file in hexadecimal encoding that 

is loaded into the Arduino board by a loader program in the board's firmware. 

The Arduino Integrated Development Environment - or Arduino Software (IDE) - 

contains a text editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons 

for common functions and a series of menus. It connects to the Arduino and Genuino 

hardware to upload programs and communicate with them. 

 Programs written using Arduino Software (IDE) are called sketches. These 

sketches are written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension. ino. The editor 

has features for cutting/pasting and for searching/replacing text. The message area gives 

feedback while saving and exporting and also displays errors. The console displays text 

output by the Arduino Software (IDE), including complete error messages and other 

information. The bottom right-hand corner of the window displays the configured board 

and serial port. The toolbar buttons allow you to verify and upload programs, create, open, 
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and save sketches, and open the serial monitor. The Arduino Software (IDE) uses the 

concept of a sketchbook: a standard place to store your programs. The sketches in your 

sketchbook can be opened from the File Sketchbook menu or from the Open button on the 

toolbar. The first time the Arduino software is run, it will automatically create a directory 

for your sketchbook. We can view or change the location of the sketchbook location from 

with the Preferences dialog. 

      Beginning with version 1.0, files are saved with a. ino file extension. Previous 

versions use the. pde extension. We may still open. pde named files in version 1.0 and later, 

the software will automatically rename the extension to. ino.  

Tabs allows you to manage sketches with more than one file (each of which appears 

in its own tab). These can be normal Arduino code files (no visible extension), C files (.c 

extension), C++ files (.cpp), or header files (.h).  

 

Once we have selected the correct serial port and board, we press the upload button 

in the toolbar or select the Upload item from the Sketch menu. Current Arduino boards will 

reset automatically and begin the upload. With older boards that lack auto-reset, we will 

need to press the reset button on the board just before starting the upload. On most boards, 

you'll see the RX and TX LEDs blink as the sketch is uploaded. The Arduino Software 

(IDE) will display a message when the upload is complete, or show an error.  

Libraries provide extra functionality for use in sketches, e.g. working with hardware 

or manipulating data. To use a library in a sketch, select it from the Sketch > Import Library 

menu. This will insert one or more #include statements at the top of the sketch and compile 

the library with your sketch. Because libraries are uploaded to the board with your sketch, 

they increase the amount of space it takes up. If a sketch no longer needs a library, simply 

delete its #include statements from the top of your code. Some libraries are included with 

the Arduino software. Others can be downloaded from a variety of sources or through the 

Library Manager. Starting with version 1.0.5 of the IDE, you do can import a library from 

a zip file and use it in an open sketch. 
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Support for third-party hardware can be added to the hardware directory of your 

sketchbook directory. Platforms installed there may include board definitions core libraries, 

bootloaders, and programmer definitions. To install, create the hardware directory, then 

unzip the third-party platform into its own sub-directory . To uninstall, simply delete its 

directory. 

                                           Fig. 3.2.1 A sample Arduino IDE 

        

3.2.2 ThingSpeak Cloud 

                                According to its developers, "ThingSpeak is an open-source Internet of 

Things (IoT) application and API to store and retrieve data from things using the HTTP and 

MQTT protocol over the Internet or via a Local Area Network. ThingSpeak enables the 

creation of sensor logging applications, location tracking applications, and a social network of 

things with status updates". ThingSpeak was originally launched by ioBridge in 2010 as a 

service in support of IoT applications.  

                              ThingSpeak has integrated support from the numerical computing 

software MATLAB from MathWorks, allowing ThingSpeak users to analyze and visualize 

uploaded data using Matlab without requiring the purchase of a Matlab license from 

Mathworks.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/API
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MATLAB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MathWorks
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ThingSpeak has a close relationship with Mathworks, Inc. In fact, all of the ThingSpeak 

documentation is incorporated into the Mathworks' Matlab documentation site and even 

enabling registered Mathworks user accounts as valid login credentials on the ThingSpeak 

website. The terms of service and privacy policy of ThingSpeak.com are between the agreeing 

user and Mathworks, Inc. 

 

 

                                                     Fig. 3.2.2 ThingSpeak Cloud 

 

 

3.2.3  Notepad++ 

  

Notepad++ is a text editor and source code editor for use with Microsoft Windows. 

It supports tabbed editing, which allows working with multiple open files in a single window. 

The project's name comes from the C increment operator. 

Notepad++ is distributed as free software. At first the project was hosted on 

SourceForge.net, from where it has been downloaded over 28 million times, [2][3] and twice 

won the SourceForge Community Choice Award for Best Developer Tool. [4] The project 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathworks
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/
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was hosted on TuxFamily from 2010 to 2015; since 2015 Notepad++ has been hosted on 

GitHub. Notepad++ uses the Scintilla editor component.  

Notepad++ was developed by Don Ho in September 2003. The developer used JEXT 

(a Java-based text editor) at his company but, dissatisfied with its poor performance, he began 

to develop a text editor written in C++ with Scintilla. He developed it in his spare time since 

the idea was rejected by his company. Notepad++ was built as a Microsoft Windows 

application. The author considered, but rejected, the idea of using widgets to port it to the 

Mac OS X and Unix platforms.  

Notepad++ was first released on Source Forge on 25 November 2003, as a Windows-

only application. It is based on the Scintilla editor component, and is written in C++ with 

only Win32 API calls using only the STL to increase performance and reduce program size.  

In January 2010 the US government obliged US-based open source project hosts to 

deny access from Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria to comply with U.S. law. As a 

response to what the developer felt was a violation of the free and open-source software 

(FOSS) philosophy, in June 2010 Notepad++ moved out of US territorial jurisdiction by 

releasing a version on TuxFamily, in France. Some community services of Notepad++ (Such 

as the forums and bug tracker) remained on SourceForge until 2015 when Notepad++ left 

SourceForge completely.  

In 2011 Lifehacker described Notepad++ as The Best Programming Text Editor for 

Windows, stating that "if you prefer a simple, lightweight, and extensible programming 

plain-text editor, our first choice is the free, open-source Notepad++. Lifehacker criticized 

its user interface, stating  that. It is, in fact, fairly ugly. Luckily you can do a lot to customize 

its looks, and what it lacks in polish, it makes up for in functionality.  

 

In 2014 Lifehacker readers voted Notepad++ as the Most Popular Text Editor, with 

40% of the 16,294 respondents specifying it as their most-loved editor. The Lifehacker team 

summarized the program as being "fast, flexible, feature-packed, and completely free. In 

2015 Stack Overflow conducted a worldwide Developer Survey, and Notepad++ was voted 

as the most used text editor worldwide with 34.7% of the 26,086 respondents claiming to use 

it daily. Stack Overflow noted that the more things change, the more likely it is those things 

are written in JavaScript with NotePad++ on a Windows machine. The 2016 survey had 

NotePad ++ at 35.6%. In 2015, in response to the staff hijacking of projects hosted on 

SourceForge, Notepad++ left SourceForge completely with the forums being moved to 

NodeBB and the bug tracker to GitHub.  
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Notepad++ also has features that improve plain text editing experience in general, such as:  

 Auto save  

 Finding and replacing strings of text with regular expressions  

 Guided indentation  

 Line bookmarking  

 Macros  

 Simultaneous editing  

 Split screen editing and synchronized scrolling  

 Line operations, including sorting, case conversion (Uppercase, lowercase,  

camel case, sentence case), and removal of redundant whitespace  

 Tabbed document interface  
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CHAPTER 4     

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

4.1 Module 1: Helmet Theft Block Diagram  

Fig. 4.1 Helmet Theft Block Diagram 

In present time the helmet theft is one of the biggest problem faced by the rental 

vehciles(bounce),Which lead to a great loos to the company and it also creates the trouble for 

the rider who want the bike for ride. 

For this issue of helmet theft, we have used Rfid tags, which help in the detection of whether 

the helmet is inside the bike or not. For this the Rfid should be placed inside the helmet and 

then the rfid receiver will be placed inside the luggage box which will check the Rfid 

tag(helmet). We use NodeMCU 8266 to send data to cloud from Rfid Reader .Now every time 

when the data from the Rfid receiver the NodeMCU push the data to cloud where the data will 

be saved as the helmet is present or not inside the luggage box.  

We have also developed an app using which one can see if helmet is inside or not. This app 

can be used for both the service provider of rental vehicles and the rider who book the ride. 
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Thus using this module we can prevent the helmet theft and also the user will not be able to 

end the trip and the rental charge will continue. Preventing helmet theft in rental vehicles will 

reduce business loss. 

 

 

4.2 Module 2: Alcohol Detection Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 Alcohol detection 

In this module we have tested for the accident detection, the above block diagram illustrate the 

same. 

Here we have used MQ3 sensor for checking for alcohol level of the rider. Initially the system 

look for whether the rider is wearing his helmet or not. Only if the rider has put on his helmet 

the engine will start, else the system won’t star. This is done using the IR sensor which is 

attached to helmet. Thus making it important for all riders to wear the helmet to start their ride. 

Once the user is wearing the helmet the MQ3 comes into action .The MQ3 sensor will test the 

alcohol level in the user body. Initially  a threshold value is set for the alcohol level .Now 
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whenever the alcohol level is more than the set threshold value than the notification will be 

sent to the cloud using the NodeMCU. 

The data from the NodeMCU is sent to the cloud from where the alcohol level can be checked 

and this data can also be seen from the app . The app shows whether the alcohol is detected or 

not. 

Only if the user is wearing the helmet and there is no alcohol detection or alcohol level is less 

than the threshold level the rider will be able to take ride or else he won’t be able to take ride. 

4.3 Module 3: Accident Detection Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 4.3 Accident detection 

The above block diagram represents the Accident Detection module in our Rider Safety 

Mechanism. Here we have used impact sensor and accelerometer sensor to detect the exeteral 

force caused during an accident. The sensor will sense the force and through arduino module 

which is powered by 5v power supply and will send the data to cloud .The GPS module 

connected to the system will send the co-oridinates of the user’s location to cloud.  

All the above date which are fed in cloud is also reflected in our android app (Rider Safety.apk).  
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CHAPTER 5 

 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Module 1: Helmet Theft  

For helmet theft we are connecting a sensor to the helmet. So that the system can identify whether 

helmet is kept inside luggage box or not. To detect this, we are connecting an RFID sensor to the 

helmet and a RFID tag to the vehicle. Thus if helmet is inside the luggage box then the helmet comes 

in contact with the RFID tag. Thus it will send a high output signal to Arduino. Using the Wi-Fi 

module data will be send to service provider server. If helmet is kept inside only then the ride of the 

user ends or else the trip will continue and the charges may be applied to the user. To end the trip, 

the user, have to put the helmet back and only then he can end the trip. 

5.2 Module 2: Accident Detection  

This proposed system includes sensors such as Vibration sensor, accelerometer sensor, flex 

sensor etc. that will be mounted on helmet surface. These sensors will provide continuous 

readings to NodeMCU. Gyroscope sensor has three coordinates X, Y, Z, all these three axes 

some default value. If these default threshold values are crossed, then we can infer that accident 

has happened. To predict more accurately we are using Vibration sensor sensor. ANDing the 

sensor logic will high output as their threshold value is crossed and this will indicate that 

accident has happened. This will send a signal to interfacing module i.e. Arduino.  Arduino is 

connected to smartphones via Bluetooth. Smartphone module consists of an android 

application in which user has to initially insert certain information such as name, emergency 

contacts, health related data, etc. As soon as accident is detected, Arduino will send a signal to 

the smartphone. Then user details and GPS location will be sent to the emergency contacts and 

nearby hospitals.  

5.3 Module 3: Alcohol Detection  

We have designed a system which checks the two conditions before we can turn ON the engine 

of the bike. Our system includes an alcohol sensor and a helmet sensing switch. A switch is 

used to detect whether the biker is wearing helmet or not. Alcohol sensor is used to detect, if 

the biker is drunk. According to the sensor’s values the signal is send to the Micro-Controller 

Unit(MCU). Both the switch and the alcohol sensor are fitted in the helmet. If any of the two 

conditions are violated the engine will not turn ON. Thus we will prevent any drunk rider from 

driving the vehicle itself, so the enormous number of accidents that happen due to Drink and 

Drive will be reduced. 
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CHAPTER 6 

WORKING 

Initially the when user will book the vehicle for ride. The user has to take helmet out of 

luggage box first. The helmet contains an RFid tag and the Rfid receiver is placed inside 

the luggage box of the vehicle. This Rfid tag nd Rfid receiver helps to check the 

availability of the helmet inside the box. After the user takes out the helmet the user has 

to wear the helmet .If the user take out the helmet and he is not wearing it, he will not 

be able to take ride or start ride. The user has to wear the helmet in order to take ride; 

this can be checked using the IR sensor placed inside the helmet. This sensor will 

recognize the face of human only then the user can start the ride. 

Even if the user is wearing the helmet, he won’t be able to take ride. He will be able to 

take ride only if he has not consumed alcohol. So if the user has consumed alcohol 

above some threshold value that is set by the company, the user will not be able to start 

the ride. For checking for the alcohol detection we use the MQ3 sensor. 

The MQ3 sensor will check for alcohol when the user puts on his helmet. If this sensor 

detects any alcohol in the rider body the user will not be able to take ride plus the 

notification will be sent to the cloud. The data from the cloud is used by the company 

to retrieve the data. 

Once the user is not alcoholic detected the user can start his bike and can take a ride. 

Now suppose the rider met with an accident the.The vibration sensor is set inside the 

helmet using which the data about the accident can be retrieved. Initially the vibration 

threshold is set to some value by the company. Now when the vibration limit exceed 

the threshold the message as accident has occurred is sent to server or cloud and this is 

also shown on the app. 

Once the company gets the notification about the accident the company will be able to 

take action or can inform the nearest hospital and can send the company staff to the 

accident location at the place of accident . At the time when the user wants to end the 

trip the user has to put the helmet inside the luggage bag or else he will not be able to 

end his trip.  
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Suppose the user didn’t put helmet inside the trip will not end and the charges will keep 

on increasing and the user has to pay for which next time when he book his ride .Thus 

this will help the company to keep an eye on the vehicle and reduce the loss. 

At end if there is anything wrong with the sensor or any sensor is not working the user 

need not worry that any charges will be added to the trip charges he/she is taking. He/she 

can simply contact the company technician who will come and repair the sensor if 

needed. And thus serving the best service possible to the customers. 

CHAPTER 7 

      SYSTEM TESTING 

 

As name indicate test nothing but check something. Here software testing nothing 

but checking the errors, failure and faults. Here fault is a condition which may cause a 

software to fail. And the error is something which gives the difference between actual and 

expected results. Failure is a nothing but a component of the system may not work 

according to its functional specification. Software testing will be done by creating or 

writing test cases. Here test cases consist following things expected output, actual output 

and remarks. 

7.1 Testing Methods  

1. Validation 

2. Unit 

3. Integration 

4. GUI 

5. Browser Compatibility 

6. Performance 

7. Regression 

8. Black Box 

9. White Box 

10. Acceptance 
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1. Validation Testing 

Validation testing as name indicates it is used to validate the system. The users 

should be able to select the image that he/she wishes to perform the operations on. 

2.   Unit Testing 

Unit testing is used to verify the small piece of code or small part of the program. 

Here the programmer will write a small piece of code and check for his functionality. If 

it is working properly then there will be no issues, if it not working or not giving 

expected output then unit test fails and then code will have corrected and again it will 

check for the same this process will be repeated until programmer get proper outputs. 

The advantage of this testing is errors can be find and fixed very easily because it 

becomes easy for the programmer to find the errors in small piece of code as compared 

to large programs and hence this will increase the robustness of the system. 

 3.   Integration Testing 

As the name indicates that integration means combining so here integration 

testing is nothing but combining all the modules or components to check whether they 

are working fine when they are combined together. The unit tested modules or 

components will be integrated together and then check for their functionalities. In this 

project we have done the integration testing by creating three components separately 

and at the end of development these three components put it together and they are 

working properly and giving the expected results. 

4.  Graphical User Interface (GUI) Testing 

Graphical User Interface testing is used to check the front end design of the 

project by looking at all the elements used in the page and styles used in the page. Here 

tester will check whether the all the elements aligned properly or not and checks the 

size, styles, fonts and so on is designed as per the user needs or not. GUI design is very 

important because user always attract towards good and stylish designs because nobody 

likes when you design a large buttons unnecessary at the need of small buttons. 

       6.   Performance Testing 

This testing is used to check whether the application is performing as per the 

requirements or not and to check whether it taking more timing to load the pages and 

the speed of the computations and results will be tested. For doing this test some 

automated tools will be used. 
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7.   Regression Testing 

This testing will be applied on the whole application and checks is there any 

functionality is missed out or not and also checks about is there any modification is 

required for the application as per any new requirements or demand from the clients 

will be done here. 

8.   Black Box Testing 

     This testing is very famous in development lifecycle. This testing can be apply 

each and every test part. This method checks every functionality of the software 

module. All feature works properly or not. 

9.   White Box Testing 

     This testing is specially code base testing. Tester passes some input to the 

system and check whether it works properly or not. To do testing it accept some data 

as input. Especially it checks feature working behavior is working or not. 

10.   Acceptance Testing 

     This testing check whether the system meet business requirement or not. It also 

verifies the product is ready for delivery. This testing also incorporates user need, user 

acceptance, user satisfaction. It also checks whether the product is able meet customer 

requirement or not. Customer is ready to accept this product or not. 
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7.2 Test Cases:  

 

Table 7.2.1: Test Case for uploading the code. 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 01 

Module Under Test Arduino Module (NodeMCU8266) 

Description 

  

User can upload the .ino file (desired code) into 

NodeMCU from Arduino software. 

 

Output User uploaded the .ino file into NodeMCU. 

Remarks Successfully Executed 

 

Table 7.2.2: Test Case for Sensor connection 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 02 

Module Under Test RFID Sensor 

Description 

  

User can test sensor connection with Arduino 

module.  

Output Sensors are working properly. 

Remarks Successfully Executed 
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Table 7.2.3: Test case for RFID Sensor 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 03 

Module Under Test RFID Sensor  

Description 

  

RFID Sensor has two components: 

1. RFID Tag        2. RFID Reader 

User can test RFID reader with its tag. 

Output RFID reader reads different RFID tags 

successfully.  

Remarks Successfully Executed 

 

Table 7.2.4: Test case for MQ3 Sensor 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 04 

Module Under Test MQ3 Sensor 

Description 

  

MQ3 sensor senses the presence of 

alcohol gas concentration from 0.05 

mg/L to 10mg/L. 

Output The sensor successfully detects the 

presence of  alcohol gases along with 

its concentration. 

Remarks Test Successful. 
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Table 7.2.5: Test case for IR Sensor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.2.6: Test case for Vibration Sensor 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 06 

Module Under Test Vibration Sensor 

Description This sensor senses any vibration 

in the system due to any external 

force. We can set the threshold to 

detect different kind of forces. 

Input Providing an external force to the 

system. 

Output Sensor detects the force if it is 

greater than threshold. 

Remarks Proper result came. 

 

Serial Number of Test 

Case 

TC 05 

Module Under Test IR Sensor 

Description IR sensor emits Infrared light and provides 

digital as well as analog output.  

Input Keeping an obstacle in front of light 

Output Digital output is produced (LED blinks). 

Remarks Test Successful. 
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Table 7.2.7: Test case for Server connection. 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 07 

Module Under Test Server connection 

 

Description User is connecting the 

Arduino module with cloud 

server. 

Output Arduino module is 

successfully connected with 

the server via channel id. 

Remarks Test successful. 

 

Table 7.2.8: Test case for Data uploading in cloud. 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 08 

Module Under Test Data upload in cloud. 

Description User uploads the sensors 

recorder data into the cloud 

server using Arduino 

module. 

Output Data uploaded successfully. 

Remarks Test successful. 
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Table 7.2.9: Test case for Android .apk installation. 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 09 

Module Under Test Android .apk installation 

Expected outcome Android app should get 

installed in the user’s 

mobiles. 

Actual outcome App is successfully installed. 

Remarks Test successful. 

 

 

Table 7.2.10: Test case for working of app. 

 

Serial Number of Test Case TC 10 

Module Under Test Working of app 

Description App will be connected to the 

server and display the data 

stored in cloud server.  

Output  App successfully connects 

to the server and displays the 

data in the UI. 

Remarks Execution success. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 SOURCE CODE 

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <MFRC522.h> 

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h>   

#include <ThingSpeak.h>  

#define RST_PIN    D2 

#define SS_PIN    D4 

int irPin = D1;  

int irPin1 = D0; 

//Alco 

float sensor_volt; 

float RS_gas;  

float R0; 

float ratio; 

float BAC; 

int R2 = 2000; 

 

//Alco 

 

MFRC522 mfrc522(SS_PIN, RST_PIN); // Create MFRC522 instance 

 

int avail,alco,hWear,accD; 

const char ssid[] = "u.s"; 

const char password[] = "lkjhgfdsa"; 

 

WiFiClient client;  
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unsigned long myChannelNumber =822168;   

const char * myWriteAPIKey ="NH2BS0PYBGLYHID3";  

 

unsigned long myChannelNumber1 =851514;   

const char * myWriteAPIKey1 ="HNCFT9F2UFA4QSFI";  

 

unsigned long myChannelNumber2 =851557;  

const char * myWriteAPIKey2 ="OD1E7WR0PD71JJ8C";  

 

unsigned long myChannelNumber3 =820704;   

const char * myWriteAPIKey3 ="C48OY1PHT39AIY8W";  

 

 

void setup() { 

  Serial.begin(9600); // Initialize serial communications with the PC 

  SPI.begin(); // Init SPI bus 

  mfrc522.PCD_Init(); // Init MFRC522 

  Serial.println("Waiting for RFID-chip..."); 

//IR 

pinMode(irPin, INPUT); 

pinMode(irPin1, INPUT); 

 

//IR 

 

  delay(10);   

  // Connect to WiFi network   
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  Serial.println();   

  Serial.println();   

  Serial.print("Connecting to ");   

  Serial.println(ssid);   

  WiFi.begin(ssid, password);   

  while (WiFi.status() != WL_CONNECTED)   

  {   

   delay(500);   

   Serial.print(".");   

  }   

  Serial.println("");   

  Serial.println("WiFi connected");   

  // Print the IP address   

  Serial.println(WiFi.localIP());   

  ThingSpeak.begin(client); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

 

 

//IR 

    int irValue = digitalRead(irPin); 

  //Serial.println(irValue); 

  if (irValue == 0) 

  { 

    hWear=1; 

    //Serial.println("User Wearing Helmet"); 
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  } 

  else 

  { 

    hWear=0; 

    //Serial.println("Please Wear Helmet to Start Engine"); 

  } 

   

//IR 

 

//Alco 

    int sensorValue = analogRead(A0); 

    sensor_volt=(float)sensorValue/1024*5.0; 

    RS_gas = ((5.0 * R2)/sensor_volt) - R2;  

   

    /*-Replace the value of R0 with the value of R0 in your test -*/ 

    R0 = 16000; 

    ratio = RS_gas/R0;// ratio = RS/R0 

    double x = 0.4*ratio;    

    BAC = pow(x,-1.431);  //BAC in mg/L 

     

    Serial.print("\n\nAlcohol level : BAC = "); 

    Serial.print(BAC*0.01);  //convert to g/dL 

    Serial.println(" g/DL"); 

    //delay(1000); 

//Alco 

 

//BAC condition 
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//hel 

if(!mfrc522.PICC_IsNewCardPresent()) 

{ 

   

  Serial.print("Helmet Status : Helmet is not inside Scooter Dicky,  "); 

  

  avail; 

  Serial.println(avail);  

   ThingSpeak.setField(1,avail); 

   ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber,myWriteAPIKey); 

 

   ThingSpeak.setField(1,alco); 

   ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber1,myWriteAPIKey1); 

 

    

   if(hWear==1) 

   { 

    ThingSpeak.setField(1,hWear); 

    ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber2,myWriteAPIKey2); 

    

   if(alco==0) 

   { 

    Serial.println("Engine Status : User has Worn Helmet and Not Drunk, Start Engine 

"); 

    //ThingSpeak.setField(2,alco); 

    //ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber,myWriteAPIKey); 

   } 
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   else 

   { 

    Serial.println("Engine Status : User has worn Helmet but Drunk, Unable to Start 

Vehicle Engine "); 

    //ThingSpeak.setField(2,alco); 

    //ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber,myWriteAPIKey); 

    } 

   } 

    

   else 

    { 

      Serial.println("Engine Status : Please Wear Helmet to Start Vehicle Engine "); 

       

      ThingSpeak.setField(1,hWear); 

      ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber2,myWriteAPIKey2); 

    } 

 

 //IR1 

    int irValue1 = digitalRead(irPin1); 

    //Serial.println(irValue1); 

    if (irValue1 == 0) 

    { 

    accD=1; 

    Serial.println("Accident Status : Accident Detected"); 

    ThingSpeak.setField(1,accD); 

    ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber3,myWriteAPIKey3); 

    } 

    else 
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    { 

    accD=0; 

    Serial.println("Accident Status : Rider Safe"); 

    ThingSpeak.setField(1,accD); 

    ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber3,myWriteAPIKey3);  

    } 

   

 //IR1 

    

  return; 

  delay(2000); 

} 

 

 

Serial.print("Helmet Status : Helmet Inside Scooter Dicky,  "); 

avail; 

Serial.println(avail); 

Serial.println("Engine Status : Please take out Helmet from vehicle dicky and Wear it 

to Start Vehicle Engine");  

 

//hel 

delay(2000); 

 

 

mfrc522.PICC_HaltA(); 

 

  ThingSpeak.setField(1,avail); 

  ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber,myWriteAPIKey); 
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  ThingSpeak.setField(1,alco); 

  ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber1,myWriteAPIKey1); 

   

  ThingSpeak.setField(1,hWear); 

  ThingSpeak.writeFields(myChannelNumber2,myWriteAPIKey2); 

  

} 
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CHAPTER 9 

   SNAPSHOTS 

9.1 Helmet Theft: 

   9.1.1 Helmet inside luggage box 

 

Fig. 9.1.1.1 Helmet inside 

Fig. 9.1.1.2 Helmet inside serial monitor  
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Fig. 9.1.1.3 Helmet inside Application 

 

9.1.2 Helmet Not inside luggage box 

                 Fig. 9.1.2.1 Helmet Outside  
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Fig. 9.1.2.2 Helmet inside serial monitor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.1.2.3 Helmet inside Application 
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9.2 Alcohol Detection: 

  9.2.1Rider Drunk 

 

Fig. 9.2.1.1 Rider Drunk  

Fig. 9.2.1.2 Rider Drunk Serial monitor 
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Fig. 9.2.1.3 Application Interface 

9.2.2Rider Not Drunk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.2.1 Rider not Drunk Serial Monitor and Application Interface  
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9.3Accident Detection:  

 9.3.1 Rider Safe 

 

Fig. 9.3.1 Rider is Safe Serial Monitor and Application Interface 

 

9.3.2 Accident Occurred  

Fig. 9.3.2.1 Accident Occurred 
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Fig. 9.3.2.2 Accident Occurred Serial Monitor 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.3.2.3 Application Interface 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Our proposed solution will benefit the rental vehicle service provider and also it will reduce 

the fatality rate, its main advantage is that we can save lives using this project and further we 

can also track the location of vehicle if accident occurs. It includes only brief synopses of the 

many activities the agency will pursue in reducing the number of motorcycle crashes and the 

fatalities and injuries associated with these devastating incidents. Android application built for 

the system will ensure the smooth functioning of system.   

We can prevent the helmet theft and user will not be able to end the trip and the rental charge 

will continue. Preventing helmet theft in rental vehicles will reduce business loss. Experimental 

evaluation of the system showed that the alcohol sensor was able to deliver fast response when 

alcohol is detected. Also, the ability of alcohol sensor to operate over a long time is feature of 

proposed system. So our accident detection system will prevent the accidents due to Drink and 

drive by detecting the alcohol and thus it will reduce the fatality rate. Also if any accident 

happens then it will notify the emergency contacts and nearby hospitals so the rider will get 

immediate hospital services. Personal protection is the best weapon against injury mitigation 

when a crash does occur, followed by rapid emergency response. 

 

“Safety should never be proprietary, and it’s our intention to make an impact well beyond 

our own system, encouraging others to be more transparent with their data and to share 

best practices that can make everyone safer.” 

           -Tony West, Chief Legal Officer 
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      Project Outcomes 

The student should have the ability to: 
 

CO1: Identify the problem through intense literature survey. 

CO2: Use research based knowledge and methods including analysis and synthesis of 

information. 

CO3: Implement suitable engineering tool to carry out project work using 

programming techniques leading to a logical solution. 

CO4: Illustrate the application IOT in Industrial Automation and identify Real 

World Design constrains. 

CO5: Access cloud storage system and cloud security, the risk involved, its impact  

          and develop cloud application. 

CO6: To write simple GUI android application, use built-in widgets and 

components, work with database to store  data locally . 

 

CO-PO-PSO Mapping 
 

CO-PO-PSO 

CO1PO1(2), PO2(3), PSO1(1), PSO2(1) 

CO2PO1(3), PO2(3), PO4(3), PSO1(2), PSO2(2) 

CO3PO3(3), PO4(3), PO5(3), PSO1(3), PSO2(3) 

CO4PO7(3), PO11(1), PO12(3) 

CO5PO9(3), PO10(3), PSO2(1) 

CO6PO6(3), PO8(3) 

 

 AMC ENGINEERING COLLEGE 

Department of Computer Science & Engineering 
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C478.2 

CO2: Use research based 

knowledge  and methods 

including analysis and 

synthesis of information. 

 
 

Apply 

 
 

PO1, PO2, 

PO4/PSO1, PSO2 

 
 

C478.3 

CO3: Implement suitable 

engineering tool to carry out 

project work using 

programming techniques 

leading to a logical solution. 

 
 

Create 

 
 

PO3, PO4, 

PO5/PSO1, PSO2 

 
 

C478.4 

CO4: Illustrate the 

application IOT in Industrial 

Automation and identify 

Real World Design 

constrains. 

 
 

Apply 

 
 

PO7, PO11, PO12 

 
 

C478.5 

CO5: Access cloud storage 

system and cloud security, 

the risk involved, its impact  
and develop cloud 

application. 

 
 

Apply 

 
 

PO9, PO10/PSO2 

 
 

C478.6 

CO6: To write simple GUI 

android application, use 

built-in widgets and 

components, work with 

database to store  data locally 

. 

 
 

Create 

 
 

PO6, PO8 

 

 

 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES: 

CO 

No. 

Statement Bloom’s Cognitive 

level 

POs/PSOs 

 

C478.1 

CO1: Identify the problem 

through intense literature 

survey. 

 

Understanding 

 

PO1, PO2/PSO1, PSO2 

 

PO1 

Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems. 

 

PO2 

Problem analysis: Identity, formulate, review research literature and analyses 

complex engineering problems reaching sub stained conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 

PO3 

Design/Development of solution: Design solutions for complex, engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs 

with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, 

societal, and environmental considerations. 
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PO4 

Conflict investigation of complex problems: Use research based knowledge 

including design of experiments, analysis and implementation of data , synthesis of 

information which provide valid inference. 

 

PO5 

Modern end system: Create, select and apply appropriate technologies such as 

machine learning which includes prediction and modelling to complex engineering 

problems to analyses their limitations. 

 

PO6 

The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge 

to assess societal, legal, cultural issues and the consequent responsibility relevant 

to the professional engineering practice. 

 

PO7 

Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development. 

 

PO8 

Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practices. 

 

PO9 

Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, as a member or 

leader in diverse teams ad in multidisciplinary settings. 

 

PO10 

Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities 

with the engineering community, with society at large such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports, design documentation, make effective 

presentations, give and receive clear instructions. 

 

PO11 

Project management and finance: Demonstrate the knowledge and 

understanding of the engineering, management principles and apply these to one’s 

own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in 

multidisciplinary environments. 

 

PO12 

Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, have the preparation and ability to 

engage In independent life-long learning in the broadcast context of technological 

change. 
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PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO)  
 

 

  

PEO1 

Graduates possess advanced knowledge of Computer Science and 

Engineering and excel in leadership roles to serve the society. 

 

PEO2 

Graduates of the program will apply Computer Science Engineering tool in 

core technologies for improving knowledge in the Interdisciplinary 

Research and Entrepreneurs. 

 

PEO3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graduates adapt Value-Based Proficiency in solving Real Time problems. 
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CO-PO Mapping 
 

CO PO 

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO 

1 

PSO 

2 

C478.1  2  3           1  1  

C478.2  3  3   3   1         2  2  

C478.3    3  3  3  1 2         3  3  

C478.4    2     1    3            2     2     2   3     3     3 

C478.5    2     1    1    2                  2    2    1     2  1 

C478.6    3     2    3    1        2      2               2     2     3 

Average 2.4 2 2.5 2.3 3 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 2 2 2.2 2.3 

 

Strength of CO Mapping to PO/PSOs with Justification 
 

CO->PO 
Mapping 

Justification 

C478.1->PO1(2) We apply the knowledge of engineering fundamental to solve our problem statement. 

C478.1->PO2(3) We identify and review the related research literature to formulate our problem statement. 

C478.1->PO12(1) We learned about the real time problem which will be helpful in future. 

C478.1->PSO1(1) We apply the knowledge of basic data structures and suitable algorithm. 

C478.1->PSO2(1) We build our project by applying modern methodologies like Internet of Things, mobile 

application and cloud services. 

C478.2->PO1(3) We apply the knowledge of IoT using Arduino. 

C478.2->PO2(3) We formulate our solution using previous solution mentioned in  IEEE papers 

C478.2->PO4(3) We analyze and interpret the data to reach the conclusion. 

C478.2->PSO1(2) We use the knowledge of cloud services to analyze the data. 

C478.2->PSO2(2) We build our project by applying modern methodologies like Internet of Things, Mobile 

application and cloud services. 

C478.3->PO3(3) Design the solution to our problem by using tools like Android Studio, Arduino IDE, Cloud 

service 
C478.3->PO4(3) Research methods are used to synthesis the information. 

C478.3->PO5(3) We apply the IT tools and techniques like Arduino IDE 3.2 with different sensor 

respectively to create our project. 

C478.3->PSO1(3) Knowledge of data structure, cloud channel connection are  to solve the problem statement. 

C478.3->PSO2(3) Modern methodologies like IoT, Cloud (ThinkSpeak),Android Application are applied to 

build our project. 

C478.4->PO1(2) Understanding the basic knowledge of internet of thing. 

C478.4->PO3(3) We designed and developed an embedded system. 

C478.4->PO11(1) We apply management principles to manage our project. 

C478.4->PO12(3) Our project engages in lifelong learning in the broadest context of IoT and android application. 

C478.5->PSO2(1) We build project with software development life cycle by applying modern technologies. 

C478.5->PO9(2) While working on this project, we work effectively as an individual or a leader. 

C478.5->PO10(2) We communicate our project effectively through PowerPoint presentation and write effective 

reports. 

C478.6->PO3(3) We develop the modern graphical user interface for sending the signal and viewing the 

result.  
C478.6->PO8(2) We apply the ethical principles and the nonce of the engineering practice.  
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 
 

 

 

 

PO-PSO Mapping 
 

PO’s PSO1 PSO2 

PO1 3  

PO2 2 3 

PO3 2 3 

PO4 3 2 

PO5 1 3 

PO6 1  

PO7 1  

PO8   

PO9  2 

PO10 1  

PO11 2  

PO12 3 2 

 

PSO-1 Professional Skills: Ability of applying the Computing Concepts Data Structures, 

Computer Hardware, Computer Networks and Suitable Algorithm 

PSO-2 Software Skills: Ability to build Software Engineering System with Development 

Life Cycle by using analytical knowledge in Computer Science & Engineering and 

applying modern methodologies 
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ABSTRACT 

Parts of aerospace, construction, agricultural, automobile, etc. suffer from undesirable 

vibrations when the system is in its working condition and it is essential to study the effect of 

vibration. Condition of resonance is always disastrous. To avoid resonant condition vibration 

analysis is very essential. Mechanical vibration exciters in general are of contact type and have 

its own limitations like low frequency range. 

A vibration exciter is a machine which produces mechanical vibratory motion to provide forced 

vibration to a specimen on which modal analysis and testing is to be performed. The vibration 

exciters or shakers can be used in several applications such as determination of the dynamic 

characteristics of machines and structures and fatigue testing of materials. 

 Project report presents dynamic modal analysis of cantilever beam both by analytical and finite 

element method. It is found that both theoretical and finite element frequencies for different 

mode shapes are almost in agreement with each other. Development of vibration exciter and 

vibration analysis of cantilever structures /turbine blades is detailed in the project. Vibration 

signature signals related to speed, load, defective working related to cantilever structure- 

turbine motor is analyzed in this project. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Vibration is mechanical phenomenon where oscillations occur at an equilibrium point. Vibration 

in a mechanical system is most undesirable under resonant condition and it is very essential to study 

the resonant effect of vibration. 

To study the dynamic characteristics, cyclic excitation force produced by the exciter, can be applied 

to the machine. Vibration exciters are used to produce the required cyclic excitation at a required 

frequency. The exciters are designed to produce a given range of harmonic or time dependent 

excitation force and displacement through a given range of frequencies. Vibration exciters are used 

for development, simulation, production, studying the effects of vibration, and simulate the shock 

or vibration conditions found in components of aerospace, construction, agricultural, automobile. 

During the past decade a wide variety of vibration exciters have been developed, their fields of 

application ranging from fatigue testing of automobile, missile and aircraft components, to the 

calibration of vibration pick-ups. The special field of application for which a particular vibration 

exciter is suitable, is normally determined by its frequency range, maximum stroke and force 

ratings. Vibration exciters are commonly used are a) Mechanical Exciters b) Electromagnetic 

Exciters. 

Although different transducing principles can be employed in the design of vibrators, most modern 

vibration exciters are based on the electro-dynamic principle, where an a. c. signal is applied to a 

coil placed within a strong magnetic field. 

With dynamic factors such as displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force, electrodynamics 

vibration accurately simulates a wide range of conditions that can help improve the quality and 

reliability of many products. As a closed loop vibration control system, electrodynamics shakers 

can accurately reproduce real world vibrations on electronic, automotive, aerospace, and military 

products like automotive parts and systems qualification testing Electronic assembly, Computer 

equipment testing, Avionics and Military hardware testing, Satellite component testing, Product 

and package testing. In our present project electromagnetic vibration exciter is developed for the 

dynamic modal analysis of the cantilever structure. 
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1.1  ELECTROMAGNETIC EXCITER 

 
An electromagnetic vibration exciter (shaker) is an electro-mechanical device which transforms 

electrical a. c. signals into mechanical vibrations and works on the principles of electromagnetism. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Working principle of electromagnetic exciter 

 

Electric current in a wire will establish a magnetic field. When the wire is wound in a coil the effect 

of the magnetic field is multiplied because of the multiple windings of the coil. The change of 

current flow in the coil will produce a varying magnetic field. Figure 1.1 illustrates a suspended 

coil with a permanent magnet surrounding the windings. This results in a system that can generate 

electric currents when the coil is moved within the magnetic field of the permanent magnet. 

Conversely, if the permanent magnet is held still and alternating electric currents are allowed to 

flow in the coil, then the suspended coil will develop vibratory motion. This is the principle of the 

electromagnetic shaker. 

1.2  VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURAL BEAM 

 
Structure used in the analysis is a beam. Beam is an inclined or horizontal structural member casing 

a distance among one or additional supports, and carrying vertical loads across (transverse to) its 

longitudinal axis, as a purlin, girder or rafter. Three basic types of beams are: 

(1) Simple span, supported at both ends. 

(2) Continuous, supported at more than two points. 

(3) Cantilever, supported at one end with the other end overhanging and free. 
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There exist two kinds of beams namely Euler-Bernoulli’s beam and Timoshenko beam. By the 

theory of Euler-Bernoulli’s beam it is assumed that 

• Cross-sectional plane perpendicular to the axis of the beam remain plane after deformation. 

• The deformed cross-sectional plane is still perpendicular to the axis after deformation. 

• The theory of beam neglects the transverse shearing deformation and the transverse shear 

is determined by the equation of equilibrium. 

In Euler – Bernoulli beam theory, shear deformations and rotation effects are neglected, and plane 

sections remain plane and normal to the longitudinal axis. In the Timoshenko beam theory, plane 

sections still remain plane but are no longer normal to the longitudinal axis. 

Free vibration takes place when a system oscillates under the action of forces integral in the system 

itself due to initial deflection, and under the absence of externally applied forces. The system will 

vibrate at one or more of its natural frequencies, which are properties of the system dynamics, 

established by its stiffness and mass distribution. In case of continuous system, the system 

properties are functions of spatial coordinates. The system possesses infinite number of degrees of 

freedom and infinite number of natural frequencies. 

In actual practice there exists some damping (e.g., the internal molecular friction, viscous damping, 

aero dynamical damping, etc.) inherent in the system which causes the gradual dissipation of 

vibration energy, and it results in decay of amplitude of the free vibration. Damping has very little 

influence on natural frequency of the system, and hence, the observations for natural frequencies 

are generally made on the basis of no damping. Damping is of great significance in restraining the 

amplitude of oscillation at resonance. 

The comparative displacement alignment of the vibrating system for a particular natural frequency 

is known as the Eigen function in continuous system. The mode shape of the lowest natural 

frequency (i.e. the fundamental natural frequency) is termed as the fundamental (or the first) mode 

frequency. The displacements at some points may be zero which are called the nodal points. 

Generally nth mode has (n-1) nodes excluding the end points. The mode shape varies for different 

boundary conditions of a beam. 

1.3 ELECTROMAGNET 

Electromagnets are made out of a coil of wire (wire curled in series). This is more effective in 

producing a magnetic field than just a wire running straight. This effect can be strengthened by 

winding a wire tightly around a powerful core, made of magnetic material, such as iron. The picture 

above shows a coil wound around an iron nail. On its own, the iron nail is not magnetic. 
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Properties of Magnet 

A few properties of the magnet are as follows: 

• Attractive Property – Ferromagnetic materials like iron, nickel and cobalt are attracted by 

magnets 

• Repulsive Property – Like poles repel each other while unlike poles attract each other 

• Directive Property – A freely suspended magnet always points in the north-south direction 

Electromagnets are distinguished from permanent magnets because they only show a magnetic 

attraction to other metallic objects when a current pass through them. This has numerous advantages, 

as the power of their magnetic attraction can be controlled, and turned on and off at will. It is for this 

reason that they are widely used in research and industry, wherever magnetic interactions are 

required. 

1.4 TYPES OF ELECTROMAGNETS 

There are three basic types of electromagnets: the robust ones, the superconductors and finally the 

hybrids. 

• Resistant: A resistive magnet produces a magnetic field with copper wires, this executes 

electricity through the wire and electrons produce a weak magnetic field. In this sense, if a wire 

is twisted around a piece of metal such as iron, it helps to concentrate that magnetic field around 

the plate, so the more the wire twists, the stronger the field. 

• Superconductors: Superconducting electromagnets operate by reducing electrical resistance: 

when a current pass through a copper plate, atoms in the copper interfere with electrons in the 

current. Therefore, superconducting magnets use liquid nitrogen or liquid helium to produce very 

cold temperatures. The cold keeps the copper atoms out of the way, and these electromagnets 

keep working, even when the power is disconnected. 

• Hybrid: Hybrid electromagnets combine resistive electromagnets with superconductors. The 

design of hybrid electromagnets varies, but, for example, at the University of Florida there is one 

that weighs 35 tons, represents more than 20 feet in height, and contains enough copper wire for 

an average of 80 homes. Deionized water, or water without an electrical charge, keeps this hybrid 

magnet running along more than 200 degrees C below freezing point. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

[1] Cornel Hațiegan et al., “Vibration study for a subassembly – part of hydraulic 

turbines” 

The paper presents an analysis of vibrations measured on a subassembly found at hydraulic 

turbines which are subjected to rupture caused by excessive bearing wear, vibration caused by 

instability of lubricant film from bearings, gripping, decrease of bearing stiffness due to fatigue 

of supporting structures. For the experimental subassembly was used as straight-lined shaft, 

having variable cross-section, and a sliding type bearing. 

 

 
[2] Michael Reiterer et al., “Experimental modal testing of Railway Bridges” 

 
In this paper the potential application of experimental modal testing of railway bridges by 

application of the forced vibration excitation method is proposed to identify reliable and 

reproducible values of the natural frequencies and damping coefficients. The measuring results 

of a framed concrete bridge with 16.1 m span length were presented and the dependence of 

dynamic parameters to seasonable temperature changes and to the size of bridge vibration 

amplitude were discussed in detail. 

 

 
3] Aditya Pawar et al. “Design and fabrication of mechanical vibration exciter” 

 

The paper discusses Design and Fabrication of Mechanical Vibration Exciter. The exciter 

indicated rpm value of the motor up to 1000 rpm. Paper discusses variation in the amplitude 

and the damping effects of external weights. 

 

 
[4] Nitin Kumar Anekar, et al. “Design and Testing of unbalanced mass mechanical 

vibration exciter” 

This article presents design, construction, performance and testing of mechanical vibrations 

exciter, which have unbalanced mass to generate uniaxial vibrations. The mechanical vibration 

exciter produces vibrations due to centrifugal force of rotating eccentric mass. The vibrations 
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produced lie in the low frequency range. Exciter has unbalanced mass at one end of disc, base 

frame, top plate as platform, springs and motor. 

 

 
5] A.P. Parameswaran et al. “Active Vibration Control of a Smart Cantilever Beam on 

General Purpose Operating System” 

In this paper, direct output feedback based active vibration control has been implemented on a 

cantilever beam using Lead Zirconate-Titanate (PZT) sensors and actuators. Three PZT patches 

were used, one as the sensor, one as the exciter providing the forced vibrations and the third 

acting as the actuator that provides an equal but opposite phase vibration/force signal to that of 

sensed so as to damp out the vibrations. The literature indicated that experimental control of 

the vibrating smart beam needed to be performed on a real time operating system platform 

wherein deterministic and reliable control could be achieved. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

Based on the literature survey objectives and methodology are framed for our project. 

3.1 OBJECTIVES 

• Non-contact type vibration exciter to be built for the dynamic modal analysis for a 

cantilever beam/turbine blade. 

• Natural frequency of cantilever beam system to be found out using FEM-ANSYS 15.0. 

• The FEM results are compared using numerical results for free vibration of a cantilever 

beam. 

• Analysis of vibration signature signals in cantilever-based structures (turbine motors). 

 
3.2 METHODOLOGY 

Flow chart of the methodology is represented in the figure 3.1 
 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Flow chart of the Methodology 
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• After building the vibration exciter, excitation will be fed to the cantilever beam to 

study the vibration characteristics of cantilever beam when subjected to dynamic 

excitation force. 

•  At certain frequency the mode shapes are obtained, the frequencies are noted for 

different mode shapes. 

• Frequencies are compared with the practical applications where the objects are under 

the vibration. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYTICAL MODAL ANALYSIS 

 

4.1 MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS FOR CANTILEVER BEAM UNDER 

FREE VIBRATION 

For a cantilever beam exposed to free vibration, and the system is considered as continuous system 

considering the beam mass as distributed along with the stiffness of the shaft, the equation of 

motion can be written as given by the following equations. 

 

𝑑2

𝑑𝑥2
{𝐸𝐼(𝑥)

𝑑2𝑌(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥2
} = 𝜔2𝑚(𝑥)𝑌(𝑥) 

 

Where, E is the modulus of rigidity of beam material, I is the moment of inertia of the cross section 

of the beam, Y(x) is displacement in y direction at distance x from fixed end, ω is the circular natural 

frequency, m is the mass per unit length, m = ρA(x) , ρ is the density of the material, x is the distance 

measured from the fixed end. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 The beam under free vibration for cantilever case 

 

Figure 4.1 shows a cantilever beam having rectangular cross section, which is subjected to 

bending vibration by giving a small initial displacement at the free end and figure 4.2 depicts 

a cantilever beam under the free vibration under different modal conditions. Modal shapes 

represented are based on Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory. 
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Figure 4.2 Mode shapes of cantilever beam 

 

4.2 ANALYTICAL MODAL ANALYSIS OF CANTILEVER BEAM 

Steel cantilever beam with following dimensions are used for analysis 

Table 4.1 Beam Dimensions 
 

Length 0.3m 

Width 0.03m 

Height 0.005m 

 
 

Table 4.2 Steel Properties 
 

Density 7856 kg/m^3 

Young’s Modulus 210 x10^9 Pa 

Poisson Ratio 0.3 
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The following given equations have the frequencies of the modes that have been deduced from 

Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory. 

n = 0,1,2,3.......... . 

n = 1.875, 4.694, 7.855, 10.947… 

 

m = V = .l.h.b 

 

𝐼 =
𝑏ℎ3

12
=

0.03x 0.0053

12
= 3.125x10𝑚 

 

 

 

 

𝜔0 = (1.875)2√
𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝐴𝐿4
= 291.50 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 = 46.39𝐻𝑧 

 

𝜔1 = (4.694)2√
𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝐴𝐿4
= 1826.97 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 = 290.77𝐻𝑧  

 

𝜔2 = (7.858)2√
𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝐴𝐿4
= 5119.99 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 = 814.87𝐻𝑧  

 

𝜔3 = (10.947)2√
𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝐴𝐿4
= 9936.55 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 = 1581.45𝐻𝑧  

 
 

Analytical natural frequencies obtained indicated that mode I has natural frequency of 46.39 

Hz, mode II has natural frequency of 290.77 Hz, mode III has natural frequency of 814.87 Hz, 

mode IV has natural frequency of 1581.45 Hz. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FEM DYNAMIC MODAL ANALYSIS 

 
FEM analysis is done by the simulation software ANSYS 15.0. A finite element method is 

characterized by formulation, discretization strategy, one or more solution algorithms and post- 

processing procedures. A discretization strategy is understood to mean a clearly defined set of 

procedures that cover (a) the creation of finite element meshes, (b) the definition of basis 

function on reference elements (also called shape functions) and (c) the mapping of reference 

elements onto the elements of the mesh. A mesh is a group of interconnected finite elements 

joined together at nodes that represents the shape of continuous geometry, including both the 

external surface and the interior volume. Finite element mesh of quadrilaterals of a curved 

domain are used in the present analysis. 

Finite element modal analysis is obtained for the cantilever beam with the dimensions taken 

from the analytical analysis. The beam is fixed at one end and another end is left free. 3 mode 

shapes are been generated and their corresponding frequency are noted down. The FEM 

analysis is extended for 

(i) Solid cantilever beam 

 
(ii) Cantilever beam with crack number – 1 

 
(iii) Cantilever beam with crack number – 2 

 
The mode shape for solid cantilever beam is represented in the table 5.1. Corresponding number 

of elements are 966 and the number of nodes are 5926, with quadrilateral element shape. 

The mode shape for Cantilever beam with crack number – 1 is represented in the table 5.2. 

Corresponding number of elements are 70 and the number of nodes are 713, with quadrilateral 

element shape. 

The mode shape for Cantilever beam with crack number – 2 is represented in the table 5.3. 

Corresponding number of elements are 55 and the number of nodes are 553, with quadrilateral 

element shape. 
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Table 5.1 Solid Cantilever Beam 

 
 

Geometry / Mode 

 

Modal Shape 

 

 

Geometry 

 

 

 

Mode 1 

 

 

 

Mode 2 

 

 

 

Mode 3 
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Table 5.2 Cantilever beam with crack number – 1 

 
 

Geometry / Mode 

 

Modal Shape 

 

 

Geometry 

 

 

 

Mode 1 
 

 

 

Mode 2 
 

 

 

Mode 3 
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Table 5.3 Cantilever Beam with crack number – 2 

 
 

Geometry / Mode 

 

Modal Shape 

 

 

Geometry 

 

 

 

Mode 1 
 

 

 

Mode 2 
 

 

 

Mode 3 
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The analytical and the FEM results are tabulated in the table 5.4. Correspond mode shapes are 

also represented for all the three cantilever beams which are analyzed. 

 

 
Table 5.4 Comparison of Analytical and FEM results 

 

Mode 

no 

Frequency (Hz)  

 

 
MODE SHAPES 

 

SOLID CANTILEVER 

BEAM 

CRACKED 

CANTILEVE 

R BEAM - 1 

 

 
 

CRACKED 

CANTILEVER 

BEAM – 2 

 
 

 
 

 
Theoretical 

 

Ansys 

 

Mode 1 

 

290.77 
 

292.09 
 

298.8 
 

301.48 
 

 

 

Mode 2 

 

814.87 
 

816.65 
 

813.88 
 

812.74 
 

 

 

Mode 3 

 

1581.45 
 

1597.40 
 

1579.7 
 

1571.3 
 

 

 
 

The table indicates that theoretical modal frequencies are almost in agreement with FEM 

analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

EXPERIMENTAL VIBRATION SETUP 

 
Free vibration takes place when a system oscillates under the action of forces integral in the system 

itself due to initial deflection, and under the absence of externally applied forces. The system will 

vibrate at one or more of its natural frequencies, which are properties of the system dynamics, 

established by its stiffness and mass distribution.  

 

In case of continuous system the system properties are functions of spatial coordinates. The system 

possesses infinite number of degrees of freedom and infinite number of natural frequencies. In actual 

practice there exists some damping (e.g., the internal molecular friction, viscous damping, aero 

dynamical damping, etc.) inherent in the system which causes the gradual dissipation of vibration 

energy, and it results in decay of amplitude of the free vibration. Damping has very little influence 

on natural frequency of the system, and hence, the observations for natural frequencies are generally 

made on the basis of no damping. Damping is of great significance in restraining the amplitude of 

oscillation at resonance.  

 

The comparative displacement alignment of the vibrating system for a particular natural frequency is 

known as the Eigen function in continuous system. The mode shape of the lowest natural frequency 

(i.e. the fundamental natural frequency) is termed as the fundamental (or the first) mode frequency. 

The displacements at some points may be zero which are called the nodal points. Generally nth mode 

has (n-1) nodes excluding the end points. The mode shape varies for different boundary conditions 

of a beam. 

 

 

Excitation of the cantilever structure is done by electromagnetic force. Details of building 

electromagnets are explained in the following sections. 
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6.1 WORKING PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROMAGNETS 

 

\ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Electromagnets 

 

In an electromagnet, an iron nail made into a magnet by passing electric current through a coil 

surrounding it. Normally, the atoms in the nail are oriented in random directions and individual 

magnetic fields cancel each other out. Under the influence of electric current, these atoms are 

reoriented to start pointing in the same direction. All these individual magnetic fields together create 

a strong magnetic field. As the current flow increases, this degree of reorientation also increases, 

resulting in a stronger magnetic field. Once all the particles are reoriented perfectly in the same 

direction, increasing current flow will not affect the magnetic field produced. At this point, the magnet 

is said to be saturated. 

6.2 MAKING OF AN ELECTROMAGNET 

Electromagnet is built by  wrapping some insulated copper wire around an iron core. Attaching a 

battery to the wire, an electric current will begin to flow and the iron core will become magnetized. 

When the battery is disconnected, the iron core will lose its magnetism. Following steps are detailed 

to build the electromagnet. 

Step 1 – Materials needed for electromagnet 

One iron core, copper wire, power source.  

 

 

https://byjus.com/physics/magnetic-field/
https://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele029.html
https://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele026.html
https://cdn1.byjus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/physics/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/sneha.png
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Step 2 - Removal of Insulation 

Some of the copper wire needs to be exposed so that the battery can make a good electrical 

connection. A pair of wire strippers are used to remove a few centimetres of insulation from 

each end of the wire. 

Step 3 - Wrapping the Wire around the Nail 

Wire is wrapped around the nail. The more wire is wrapped around the nail, the stronger the 

electromagnet will be. Some length of the wire is left unwound so that it can be attached to the 

battery. 

 

Figure 6.2 Electromagnetic core with wrapped wire 

The wire is wrapped around the nail in one direction. This is done to because direction of a magnet 

field depends on the direction of the electric current creating it. The movement of electric charges 

creates a magnetic field. Magnetic field around a wire that has electricity flowing through it would 

look like a series of circles around the wire. If an electric current is flowing directly towards our 

direction, the magnetic field created by it circles around the wire in a counter-clockwise direction. If 

the direction of the electric current is reversed, the magnetic field reverses also and circles the wire 

in a clockwise direction. If some of the wire is wrapped around the nail in one direction and some of 

the wire in the other direction, the magnetic fields from the different sections fight each other and 

cancel out, reducing the strength of your magnet. 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Direction of current flow with corresponding magnetic field 
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Step 4 - Connecting the Battery 

One end of the wire is attached to the positive terminal of the battery and the other end of the wire to 

the negative terminal of the battery. Electromagnet will be working, with any end of the wire attached 

to the positive terminal of the battery and other end to the negative terminal.  Changing the connection 

of the ends of the wire changes the magnet's polarity. One end of magnet will be its north pole and 

the other end will be its south pole. Reversing the way, the battery is connected will reverse the poles 

of the electromagnet.  

Number of turns of the wire is very important in design of electromagnet. The more current that 

passes through the wire, the better, also too much current can be dangerous. Electricity passes through 

a wire, some of the electrical energy is converted to heat. The more current that flows through a wire, 

the more heat is generated. If double the current is passing through a wire, the heat generated will 

increase 4 times. If current passing through a wire increases by triple amount, the heat generated will 

increase 9 times Things can quickly become too hot to handle. 

Electromagnets are designed with different core parameters like core material and thickness to 

achieve the required force. Electromagnet developed can tested with a permanent magnet. If a 

permanent magnet is not attracted to the core, it will not make a good electromagnet. An aluminium 

bar, for example, is not a good core material, whereas iron is regarded as the best core material. 

Electromagnetic force, flux generated are calculated by using some basic formula based on 

electromagnetism. 
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6.3 PROTOTYPE OF THE MODEL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.4 Pictorial Representation of the setup 

  
The cantilever beam which will be fixed at one end will made to vibrate by exciting it with the help 

of electromagnet, a piezoelectric sensor nothing but a Accelerometer will be placed at free end of the 

cantilever beam. This sensor will be then connected to oscilloscope where the data will be displayed 

and stored. 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Prototype of the model 
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Table 6.1 Details of the Electromagnets 

 

SL. 

NO. 

STANDARD         

WIRE GAUGE 

(SWG)  

  DIAMETER 

        (mm) 

 NO. OF 

TURNS 

AREA 

(mm^2) 

    ELECTOMAGNETS  

            50 gms 

1 26 0.45 425 0.1642 

 

2 30 0.31 850 0.0779 

 

3 34 0.23 1625 0.0429 

 

4 36 0.19 2200 0.0293 

 

5 40 0.12 5850 0.0117 

 

 

The above table shows 5 different types of electromagnets with varying SWG (standard wire gauge) 

and their corresponding diameter, number of turns and area such that each electromagnet weighs 

50grams. 
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Table 6.2 Details of the Electromagnet strength 

 

SL. NO. ELECTOMAGNETS MAGNETIC 

FLUX 

(TESLA) 

FORCE 

( NEWTON) 

1 

 

1.27 215 

2 

 

1.62 270 

3 

 

2.04 320 

4 

 

2.39 345 

5 

 

2.58 360 

 

The above table represents the magnetic flux in tesla and the magnetic force generated by the 

electromagnet in Newton. This calculation are made with help of following formulae, 

• Magnetic field strength ,𝑯 =
𝒏𝑰

𝒍
  (

𝑨𝒎𝒑−𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏𝒔

𝒎
) 

• Magnetic flux, 𝑩 = 𝝁𝑯 (Tesla) 

• Force, 𝑭 =
𝑩𝟐𝑨

𝟐𝝁
 (N) 

 

Where A = area in 𝑚2 
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    I = current in ampere 

    𝑙  = length in meter 

    𝜇 = magnetic permeability = 4 × 10−7  
ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑦

𝑚⁄  

 

 

6.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

In our experiment we will use oscilloscope for data acquisition. Accelerometer is a kind of transducer 

to measure the vibration response (i.e., acceleration, velocity and displacement). Data acquisition 

system acquires vibration signal from the accelerometer, and encrypts it in digital form. Oscilloscope 

acts as a data storage device and system analyzer. It takes encrypted data from the data acquisition 

system and after processing, it displays on the oscilloscope screen by using analysis software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Experimental setup for a cantilever beam 

 

Fig. shows an experimental setup of the cantilever beam. It includes a beam specimen of particular 

dimensions with a fixed end and at the free end an accelerometer is clamped to measure the free 

vibration response. The fixed end of the beam is gripped with the help of clamp. For getting defined 

free vibration cantilever beam data, it is very important to confirm that clamp is tightened properly; 

otherwise it may not give fixed end conditions in the free vibration data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: A Closed View of Accelerometer 
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Figure 6.8 Specimen with different dimensions 

 

The figure 6.8 shows the specimen with varying dimensions, so that vibration analysis is done for 

these specimens. These specimens are considered as cantilever beam. 

 

6.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  

1. A beam of a particular material (steel, aluminum or copper), dimensions (L, w, d) and transducer 

(i.e., measuring device, e.g. strain gauge, accelerometer, laser vibrato meter) was chosen.  

2. One end of the beam was clamped as the cantilever beam support.  

3. An accelerometer (with magnetic base) was placed at the free end of the cantilever beam , to 

observe the vibration response (acceleration).  

4. Deflection Is given to the cantilever beam with the help of electromagnet and allowed to oscillate 

on its own.  

5.The data obtained from the chosen transducer was recorded in the form of graph (variation of the 

vibration response with time).  

6. The procedure was repeated for 5 to 10 times to check the repeatability of the experimentation.  

7. The whole experiment was repeated for different material, dimensions, and measuring devices.  

8. The whole set of data was recorded in a data base. 
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CHAPTER 7 
   

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL VIBRATION SIGNALS 
 
Vibration is typically analyzed with measurements of the vibration frequency, displacement, velocity, 

and acceleration. The latter three — displacement, velocity, and acceleration — are time domain 

measurements, meaning their amplitudes are plotted versus time. But these vibration signals contain 

useful information, such as noise and harmonic content, that are difficult or impossible to detect when 

their amplitudes are plotted in the time domain. It is important to understand these different vibration 

signatures to extract the behavior of machine parts or turbine blades in our specific project. 

.   

There are a variety of different types of signal complexities, corresponding to different vibration 

phenomena as represented in Figure 7.1 from top to bottom (1-4 in the list below): 

1. Some signals have a long-time duration but narrow bandwidth such as rub & buzz noise. 

2. Some signals have a short time duration but wide bandwidth such as impacts or transients. 

3. Some signals have a short time duration and narrow bandwidth such as decayed resonance. 

4. Some signals have a time-varying bandwidth such as an imbalanced shaft generating noise 

dependent on RPM or machine speed. 

 

Figure 7.1 Types of vibration signals  

A time domain plot is referred to as waveform, and a frequency domain plot is referred to as a 

spectrum. (Figure 7.2) Every waveform can be expressed as the sum of simple sine waves with 

varying amplitudes, phases, and frequencies. A Fourier transform is a mathematical process that 

converts a time domain waveform into these individual sine wave components in the frequency 

domain — a process often referred to as “spectrum analysis” or “Fourier analysis.” 

https://www.motioncontroltips.com/how-is-machine-vibration-defined/
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Figure 7.2 Time and Frequency domain signals 

The instrument for analyzing signals via fast Fourier transforms is the digital signal analyzer (also 

referred to as a spectrum analyzer). This device captures the vibration signal, samples it, digitizes it, 

and performs the FFT analysis. The resulting FFT spectrum helps pinpoint the location, cause, and 

severity of the vibration, based on the amplitude of the displacement, velocity, and frequency spectra. 

 

Model based analysis compares the vibration signal to a linear model of the signal and returns the 

error between the two which makes it useful for detecting transients.  Autoregressive (AR) modeling 

analysis is the use of a linear model.  Autoregressive Model analysis is useful for detecting transients 

in a machine vibration signal.  Such transients can occur when a machine changes states, experiences 

variances in load, or begins to develop a fault vibration that is non-periodic. (Figure 7.3) 

 

Figure 7.3 Transient vibration in (AR model error) in measured signal 
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When performing vibration analysis many vibration signal features are directly related to the running 

speed of a motor or machine such as imbalance, misalignment, gear mesh, and bearing defects.  Order 

analysis is a type of analysis geared specifically towards the analysis of rotating machinery and how 

frequencies change as the rotational speed of the machine changes.  It resamples raw signals from the 

time domain into the angular domain, aligning the signal with the angular position of the machine. 

Power spectrum recorded in the oscilloscope to understand the affect of speed is shown in the figure 

7.4. There are two large peaks in this power spectrum.  The first peak at 60 Hz corresponds to the 

shaft rotational speed of a machine.  The second peak which is the 4th harmonic of the rotational 

speed, corresponds to the bearings of the machine.   

 

Figure 7.4 Power spectrum of a rotating wind turbine at 60 Hz 

However, as the speed changes downward to 50 Hz (Figure 7.5), the 4th harmonic of the power 

spectrum shifts downward.  The peaks in a power spectrum of a rotating device are all related to the 

fundamental rotational speed of that device.   

 

Figure 7.5 Power spectrum a rotating wind turbine at 50 Hz 
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Wavelets are used in monitoring impact phenomena of cracked, broken, and missing gear teeth. 

Figure 7.6 represents the wavelets for good and faulty turbine motors. Faultiness related to one the 

above-mentioned reasons 

 

Figure 7.6 Wavelets for good and Faulty motors 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

Dynamic modal analysis is performed for cantilever beam of specific dimension both by analytical 

method and finite element method and following conclusions are drawn. 

• Frequency increases exponentially with increase in the modal. 

• Both analytical and finite element method analysis frequencies are almost in agreement. 

• Frequency of the cracked cantilever beam has slightly decreased owing to the decrease 

in the mass of the solid cantilever beam. 

• The results obtained for useful in developing the vibration exciter for cantilever beam. 

• By capturing dynamic measurements from operating structures, it is possible to extract 

key component signature features for the smooth working of system.  With this signature 

signal information, it is possible to alter the design of parts or easy maintenance of the 

system , to avoid breakdown of the system and schedule the operation. 
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ABSTRACT

Thedevelopmentofnon-conventionalandrenewableenergysourcesissufficiently

appreciatedduetothefactthatconventionalnon-renewableenergysourceslikeoil,gas

andotherfossilfuelsaregettingincreasinglydepleted.Thusrenewableenergysources

aregainingimportanceandbecomingimportantcontributorstototalenergyconsumed

intheworld.India'sincidentsolarpower,onlyonitslandarea,isabout5000Peta-Watt-

hoursperyear(PWh/yr)(i.e.5000trillionkWh/yr.orabout600TW),whichisfarmore

than currenttotalenergy consumption.In India the grid-interactive solarpower

generatedasofDecember2010wasmerely10MW.BytheendofMarch2013the

installedgridconnectedPVsystemshadincreasedto1686.44MW.Abovestatistics

show the trend in adoption ofsolarPV technologyand its potentialin India.A

photovoltaic(PV)system convertssunlightdirectlyintoelectricalpower.Thebasic

elementofaphotovoltaicsystem isaphotovoltaiccell.PVCellscanbegroupedtoform

panelsormodules.AsinglesiliconPVcelltypicallygenerates0.5Vto0.8Vwhichisvery

low forpracticalusehencetheyaregroupedinseriesorparalleltoform panelsor

modules.Nevertheless,forallpracticalpurposestheoutputcharacteristicsofapanel

aresimilartothePVcellwhichisitsbasicelement.
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

Thedevelopmentofnon-conventionalandrenewableenergysourcesissufficiently

appreciatedduetothefactthatconventionalnon-renewableenergysourceslikeoil,

gasandotherfossilfuelsaregettingincreasinglydepleted.Thusrenewableenergy

sourcesaregainingimportanceandbecomingimportantcontributorstototalenergy

consumedintheworld.India'sincidentsolarpower,onlyonitslandarea,isabout

5000Peta-Watt-hoursperyear(PWh/yr)(i.e.5000trillionkWh/yr.orabout600TW),

whichisfarmorethancurrenttotalenergyconsumption.InIndiathegrid-interactive

solarpowergeneratedasofDecember2010wasmerely10MW.Bytheendof

March2013theinstalledgridconnectedPVsystemshadincreasedto1686.44MW.

AbovestatisticsshowthetrendinadoptionofsolarPVtechnologyanditspotential

inIndia.Aphotovoltaic(PV)system convertssunlightdirectlyintoelectricalpower.

Thebasicelementofaphotovoltaicsystem isaphotovoltaiccell.PVCellscanbe

groupedtoform panelsormodules.AsinglesiliconPVcelltypicallygenerates0.5V

to0.8Vwhichisverylowforpracticalusehencetheyaregroupedinseriesorparallel

to form panelsormodules.Nevertheless,forallpracticalpurposestheoutput

characteristicsofapanelaresimilartothePVcellwhichisitsbasicelement.Hence

theanalysisoftheoutputcharacteristicsofasolarPVcellbecomesanessential

procedure.ThePVcellrepresentsthefundamentalpowerconversionunitofaPV

panel.TheoutputcharacteristicsofaPVcelldependlargelyonthesolarinsolation

orirradiance(G),celltemperature(Tc),seriesresistance(Rs)andShuntresistance

(Rsh).RsandRshremainconstantafterthecellhasbeenmanufacturedsotheir

effectisnotconsideredinthemodelandtheirvaluesareselectedsoastohave

negligibleeffectontheoutputcharacteristics.Themaximum power(Pm)derived

from thePV celloritsmaximum operating powerpointdependson theload

resistance(R).Duetothenon-linearoutputcharacteristicsofthePVcell,atoolfor

modelingandsimulationisprovedtobeusefulforderivingthemaximum power

from thePVcellbydeterminingtheoptimalloadresistance('R).Severalresearchers

haveuseddifferentwaystosimulatetheoutputcharacteristicsofsiliconPVcells,

usingtheMATLABsoftware.ThispaperhoweverpresentsthesolarPVcellmodeling
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andsimulationusingLabVIEW wherethegraphicalprogramminghasreplacedthe

conventionalprogrammingtechniquesandalsoitcomeswithaneffectiveuser

interface.ThedevelopedtoolfacilitatesthepredictionofPVcellbehaviorovera

rangeoftemperaturesandirradiancelevelsotherthanSTCwhichprovesresourceful

duringthedesignofPVpanelsandservesasaguidefortheselectionofPVcellsfor

apaneldesigner.

Theefficiencyformono-crystallinecellsisgenerallybetween15%to20%and

between9%to12%forpolycrystalline.Incaseofthinfilm cells,theefficiencyis10%

fora-Si,12%forCuInSe2and9%forCdTe[1].Sincemono-crystallinesiliconbased

PVcellshavethehighestefficiencyandpopularity,thispaperfocusesonthem.In

thefollowingsections,single-diodesolarPV cellcircuitmodelandtheequation

relatingthecurrentandvoltageofThecellispresented.Otheressentialbasic

relationsformodelingarealsolisted.Thedesignconceptisexplainedandthe

LabVIEW blockdiagram andfrontpanelareshown.

Thesimulationresultsforvaryingcelltemperaturesandirradiancelevelson

theoutputcharacteristicsofthePVcellareshownandanalyzed.Alsothevalidation

ofthepresentedsystem isdemonstratedbycomparingsimulatedresultswiththe

datasheetvaluesofexistingcommercialPVcell.Thedeterminationofoptimalload

resistance('R)usingthedevelopedtoolforthemaximum powerpointoperationfor

arangeofcelltemperaturesandirradiancelevelsisdemonstrated.
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CHAPTER-2

LITERATURESURVEY

1.LabVIEW based PV CellCharacterization and MPPT under

Varying TemperatureandIrradianceConditions:

Thispaperpresentsananalysisofvariationsintheoutputcharacteristicsofthe

mono-crystallinesiliconPVcellunderdifferenttemperatureandirradiancelevels

using LabVIEW asthesimulationtool.Thebaseofthestudyismathematical

modelingofPV cellcharacteristicsusingthewell-knownone-diodeequivalent

modelinLabVIEW.Thedesignedtoolcomputesanddisplayscurrent–voltage(I–V)

curves,power–voltage(P–V)curves,maximum powerpointvalues(Vm ,Im andPm),

operatingpowerpointplot,fillfactor(FF),cellefficiency(η),optimalloadresistance

(')formaximum power,open-circuitvoltage(Voc),short-circuitcurrent(Isc)and

saturationcurrent(Io)overarangeofcelltemperatureandirradiationlevels.

2.Photovoltaic(PV)cellusedmatlab-simulinkenvironment:

Thispaper,amathematicalmodelofaPhotovoltaic(PV)cellusingmatlab-simulink

environment,isdevelopedandpresented.Themodelisdevelopedusingbasiccircuit

equationsofthephotovoltaicsolarcellsincludingtheeffectsofsolarirradiationand

temperaturechanges.Themainobjectiveistofindtheparametersofthenonlinear

I–Vequationbyadjustingthecurveatthreepoints:opencircuit,maximum power,
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and shortcircuit.themethod findsthebestI–V equation forthesingle-diode

photovoltaic(PV)modelincludingtheeffectoftheseriesandparallelresistances.

3.DesignandSimulationofPhotovoltaicCellUsingDecrement

ResistanceAlgorithm:

ThispaperpresentsanewapproachoftheDesignandsimulationofaphotovoltaic

cellusing decrementresistance algorithm formaximum powerpointtracking

(MPPT).TheSimulationisdoneintheMATLAB.Thealgorithm detectsthemaximum

powerpointofthephotovoltaic(PV)cell.ItincludesmoduleBPSX150Sforasolar

photovoltaic.Thismoduleprovidesamaximum powerof150W.Thecurrent-voltage

(I-V)&power-voltage(P-V)characteristicsareobtainedforvariousvaluesofsolar

IrradianceandTemperatures.ThepointsindicatingmodulevoltageVmpandcurrent

Impatmaximum PowerPmaxareobtained.

4.LiteratureReviewonPhotovoltaicPanels:
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Energyfrom suncanbeconsideredthemainsourceofalltypesofenergies.Itcan

beused byvarioustechniquessuchasmaking fulluseofsunlightto directly

generateelectricityorbyusing heatfrom thesunasathermalenergy.Using

Photovoltaic(PV-Cells)iscommoninsolarenergyfield.Themajorobjectiveofthis

review studyistohelpanyonegettingthroughsolarenergyfieldbyintroducing

developmentsuptodateinthefield.Onecanbeassistedandwillsavetime.

Scientistswereagainabletoincreasetheelectricityreturnofsiliconsolarcellusing

spaceagematerials.By2007,First-Generationsolarcellsdominatedthemarketwith

theirlowcostsandthebestcommerciallyavailableefficiency.Thecostsofthebasic

materialsarerelativelyhigh.Itisnotclearwhetherfurthercostreductionswillbe

sufficientto achieve fulleconomic competitiveness in the wholesale power

generationmarketinareaswithmodestsolarresources.Second-GenerationThin-

film PV-Celltechnologies are attractive because of their low materialand

manufacturingcosts,butthishastobebalancedbylowerefficienciesthanthose

obtainedfrom 1st-generationtechnologies.Thin-film technologiesarelessmature

thanfirstgenerationPV-Cellandstillhaveamodestmarketshare.Third-generation

technologiesareyettobecommercializedatanyscale.Thistypeof

solarpanelshasthepotentialtohavethehighestefficiencyofanyPVmodule
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CHAPTER-3

THEORY

Solarcellisthebasicunitofsolarenergygenerationsystem whereelectricalenergy

isextracteddirectlyfrom lightenergywithoutanyintermediateprocess.Thesolar

cellisasemi-conductordevice,whichconvertsthesolarenergyintoelectricalenergy.

Theconversionofsunlight(SolarEnergy)intoelectricenergytakesplaceonlywhen

thelightisfallingonthecellsofthesolarpanel.Theworkingofasolarcellprimarily

dependsuponitsphotovoltaiceffecthenceasolarcellalsoknownasPhotovoltaic

cell.Asolarpanelconsistsofnumbersofsolarcellsconnectedinseriesorparallel.

Thenumberofsolarcellconnectedinaseriesgeneratesthedesiredoutputvoltage

andconnectedinparallelgeneratesthedesiredoutputcurrent.Asolarcelloperates

insomewhatthesamemannerasotherjunctionphotodetectors.Abuilt-indepletion

regionisgeneratedinthatwithoutanappliedreversebiasandphotonsofadequate

cellenergycreatehole-electronspairs.Inthesolarcell,asshowninFig.3.1,thepair

mustdiffuseaconsiderabledistancetoreachthenarrow depletionregiontobe

drawnoutasusefulcurrent.

Fig.3.1workingprincipleofasolar-cell

Thesolarcellproduceelectricitywhilelightstrikesonitandthevoltageorpotential

differenceestablishedacrosstheterminalsofthecellisfixedto0.5voltanditis
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nearlyindependentofintensityofincidentlightwhereasthecurrentcapacityofcell

isnearlyproportionaltotheintensityofincidentlightaswellastheareathat

exposedtothelight.Eachofthesolarcellshasonepositiveandonenegative

terminallikeallothertypeofbatterycells.TypicallyaPV-Cellhasnegativefront

contactandpositivebackcontact.Asemiconductorp-njunctionisinthemiddleof

thesetwocontacts.

Figure3.2showsthecircuitrepresentationofaPV-CellusingDiodeModel.Adiode

isconnectedacrossaload(inthiscaseaResistor.)andthecorrespondingOutput

Voltage(Voc)andCurrent(Im)iscalculatedusingVoltageandCurrentSensors.While

sunlightfallingonthecellthesomephotonsofthelightareabsorbedbysolarcell.

Someoftheabsorbedphotonswillhaveenergygreaterthantheenergygapbetween

valencebandandconductionbandinthesemiconductorcrystal.Hence,onevalence

electrongetsenergyfrom onephotonandbecomesexcitedandjumpsoutfrom the

bondandcreatesoneelectron-holepair.Theseelectronsandholesofe-hpairsare

calledlight-generatedelectronsandholes.Thelight-generatedelectronsnearthep-
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njunctionaremigratedton-typesideofthejunctionduetoelectrostaticforceofthe

fieldacrossthejunction.Similarlythelight-generatedholescreatednearthejunction

aremigratedtop-typesideofthejunctionduetosameelectrostaticforce.Inthis

wayapotentialdifferenceisestablishedbetweentwosidesofthecellandifthese

twosidesareconnectedbyanexternalcircuitcurrentwillstartflowingfrom positive

tonegativeterminalofthesolarcell.Thiswasbasicworkingprincipleofasolarcell

nowwewilldiscussaboutdifferentparametersofasolarorphotovoltaiccellupon

whichtheratingofasolarpaneldepends.Duringchoosingaparticularsolarcellfor

specificproject
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itisessentialtoknowtheratingsofasolarpanel.Theseparameterstellushow
efficiently

asolarcellcanconvertthelighttoelectricity.

3.1.ShortCircuitCurrentofSolarCell:

The maximum currentthata solarcellcan deliverwithoutharming its own

constructioniscalledShort-CircuitCurrent.Itismeasuredbyshortcircuitingthe

terminalsofthecellatmostoptimizedconditionofthecellforproducingmaximum

output.Theterm optimizedconditionisusedbecauseforfixedexposedcellsurface

therateofproductionofcurrentinasolarcellalsodependsupontheintensityof

lightandtheangleatwhichthelightfallsonthecell.Asthecurrentproductionalso

dependsuponthesurfaceareaofthecellexposedtolight,itisbettertoexpressit

asMaximum CurrentDensity(Jsc)insteadofmaximum Current(Isc).

3.2.OpenCircuitVoltageofSolarCell:

Itismeasuredbymeasuringvoltageacrosstheterminalsofthecellwhennoloadis

connectedtothecell.Thisvoltagedependsuponthetechniquesofmanufacturing

andtemperaturebutnotfairlyontheintensityoflightandareaofexposedsurface.

Normallyopencircuitvoltageofsolarcellnearlyequalto0.5to0.6volt.Itisnormally

denotedbyVoc.

3.3.Maximum PowerPointofSolarCell:

The maximum electricalpowerone solarcellcan deliveratits standard test

condition.Ifwedrawthev-icharacteristicsofasolarcellmaximum powerwilloccur

atthebendpointofthecharacteristiccurve.Itisshowninthev-icharacteristicsof

solarcellbyPm asshowninFig.3.3.

3.4.CurrentatMaximum PowerPoint:

Thecurrentatwhichmaximum poweroccursiscalledMaximum Currentandis
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representedinthev-icharacteristicsofsolarcellbyIm.(Fig3.3)

3.5.VoltageatMaximum PowerPoint:

Thevoltageatwhichmaximum poweroccursiscalledMaximum Voltageandis

showninthev-icharacteristicsofsolarcellbyVm.(Fig3.3)

3.6.EfficiencyofSolarCell:

Itisdefinedastheratioofmaximum electricalpoweroutputtotheradiationpower

inputtothecellanditisexpressedinpercentage.Itisconsideredthattheradiation

powerontheearthisabout1000watt/squaremeterhenceiftheexposedsurface

areaofthecellisAthentotalradiationpoweronthecellwillbe1000Awatts.Hence

theefficiencyofasolarcellmaybeexpressedas
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CHAPTER4

INTRODUCTIONTOLabVIEW

LabVIEW,shortforLaboratoryVirtualInstrumentEngineering Workbench,is a

programmingenvironmentinwhichyoucreateprogramsusingagraphicalnotation

(connectingfunctionalnodesviawiresthroughwhichdataflows);inthisregard,it

differs

from traditionalprogramminglanguageslikeC,C++,orJava,inwhichyouprogram

withtext.However,LabVIEW ismuchmorethanaprogramminglanguage.Itisan

interactiveprogram developmentandexecutionsystem designedforpeople,like

scientistsandengineers,whoneedtoprogram aspartoftheirjobs.TheLabVIEW

developmentenvironmentworksoncomputersrunningWindows,MacOSX,or

Linux.LabVIEW can create programs thatrun on those platforms,as wellas

MicrosoftPocketPC,MicrosoftWindowsCE,Palm OS,andavarietyofembedded

platforms,including Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),DigitalSignal

Processors(DSPs),andMicro-Processors.

UsingtheverypowerfulgraphicalprogramminglanguagethatmanyLabVIEW users

affectionatelycall"G"(forgraphical),LabVIEW canincreaseyourproductivityby

orders ofmagnitude.Programs thattake weeks ormonths to write using

conventionalprogramminglanguagescanbecompletedinhoursusingLabVIEW

becauseitisspecificallydesignedtotakemeasurements,analyzedata,andpresent

resultsto theuser.AndbecauseLabVIEW hassuchaversatilegraphicaluser

interfaceandissoeasytoprogram with,itisalsoidealforsimulations,presentation

ofideas,generalprogramming,oreventeachingbasicprogrammingconcepts.

LabVIEW offersmoreflexibilitythanstandardlaboratoryinstrumentsbecauseitis

software-based. You, not the instrument manufacturer, define instrument

functionality.Yourcomputer,plug-inhardware,andLabVIEW compriseacompletely

configurablevirtualinstrumenttoaccomplishyourtasks.UsingLabVIEW,youcan

createexactlythetypeofvirtualinstrumentyouneed,whenyouneedit,atafraction
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ofthecostof

4.2.1FrontPanel:

Thefrontpanel is the

interactiveuser interface

of a VI, so named

because it simulates

thefrontpanel of a

physical

instrument(Fig. 4.1).The

frontpanelcan contain

knobs, push buttons,

graphs, and many

other controls that may

varyfrom user inputs to

program outputsshownbyindicators.Youcaninputdatausing amouseand

keyboard,andthenview theresultsproducedbyyourprogram onthescreenas

showninFig.4.1.
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4.2.2BlockDiagram :

Blockdiagram objectsincludeterminals,subVIs,functions,constants,structures,

andwires,whichtransferdataamongotherblockdiagram objects.Afteryoucreate

thefrontpanelwindow,youaddcodeusinggraphicalrepresentationsoffunctionsto

controlthefrontpanelobjects.

Theblockdiagram windowcontainsthisgraphicalsourcecode.Objectsonthefront

panelwindowappearasterminalsontheblockdiagram.Terminalsareentryandexit

portsthatexchangeinformationbetweenthefrontpanelandblockdiagram.They

areanalogoustoparametersandconstantsintext-basedprogramminglanguages.

Typesofterminalsincludecontrolorindicatorterminalandnodeterminals.Control

andindicatorterminalsbelongtofrontpanelcontrolsandindicators.Datapointsyou

enterintothefrontpanelcontrolsentertheblockdiagram throughthecontrol

terminals.

4.2.3ControlsPalette:
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TheControls palette

contains the controls and

indicators you use to

create the front panel.

You access the Controls

palette from the front

panel window by

selecting View»

ControlsPalette,orbyrightclickingonanyemptyspaceinthefrontpanelwindow.

TheControlspaletteisbrokenintovariouscategories;youcanexposesomeorallof

thesecategoriestosuityourneeds.Fig.4.3showsaControlspalettewithallofthe

categoriesexposedandtheModerncategoryexpanded.

4.2.4ControlsandIndicators:
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EveryVIhasafrontpanelthatyoucandesignasauserinterface.Youalsocanuse

frontpanelsasawaytopassinputsandreceiveoutputswhenyoucalltheVIfrom

anotherblockdiagram.YoucreatetheuserinterfaceofaVIbyplacingcontrolsand

indicatorsonthefrontpanelofaVI.Whenyouinteractwithafrontpanelasauser

interface,youcanmodifycontrolstosupplyinputsandseetheresultsinindicators

The

followingFig.4.4demonstratessomeofthedifferenttypesofcontrolavailableby

theuserforcontrolofdataflow.

NumericalControl:

NumericalControlsandIndicatorsarealsousedtoRepresentNumericalValues.

WhiletheNumericalControlisusedtogetvaluesortocontrolaParameter,the

NumericalIndicatorisusetoProduceOutputsortoDisplayOutputsasshownin

fig.4.5.

Sliders:

SlidersareusedtorepresentNumericalValuesinLabVIEW.TheyCanRepresenta

rangeofvalues.(i.e.Integers,Floats,Double,etc.)asshowninfig.4.5.

DialsandGauges:

DialsandGaugesareusedtorepresentaControlwhereMinuteAdjustmentsare

desiredbytheuser,orwherethereisaneedtoshowthedatainaGraphicalormore
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PhysicalMannerasshowninfig.4.5.DialsandGaugesalsoprovideNumerical

ControlofData.
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CHAPTER5

BASICSIMULATIONINLabVIEW

5.1Addition:

TheaboveFig.5.1representstheuserControlPanelandtheback-endBlock
Diagram foradditionofTwoRandom Numbersenteredbytheuser

5.2.Subtraction:

TheaboveFig.5.2representstheuserControlPanelandtheback-endBlockDiagram
forSubtractionofTwoRandom Numbersenteredbytheuser.
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5.3.Multiplication:

TheaboveFig.5.3representstheuserControlPanelandtheback-endBlockDiagram
for
MultiplicationofTwoRandom Numbersenteredbytheuser.

5.4Division:

TheaboveFigs.5.4(i)&5.4(ii)representstheuserControlPanelandtheback-end
BlockDiagram forDivisionofTwoRandom Numbersenteredbytheuser.
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CHAPTER6

SIMULATIONOFPV-CELL
Thesimulationisdesignedsuchasatfirstitshouldaskfortherespectiveand
necessary

Inputsfrom theuser,whichisrequiredfortheprocessingoftheresults.The

following

stepsshowsthechosenalgorithm togettherequiredOutput.

Algorithm-
 StarttheSimulation.

 Askinputfortheloadconditions.

 CalculateNo.ofpanelsfortheappliedload.

 AskinputfortheTemperatureandIrradianceconditions.

 ComputethePower&Energyoutputofthepanels.

 Simulatethegraphforenergyoutput&Poweroutputforvaryingconditionsof

 Temperature&Irradiance.

 Stopthesimulation.

Flow-Chart:
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6.2.Back-EndBlockDiagram:

TheBack-EndBlocksareresponsiblefortheprocessingoftheinputdataand

computes

theOutputwhichisdesiredbytheUser.TheInputiscomputedtogivethePower

GeneratedandtheEnergyOutput.

Inthissimulationtheblockdiagram collectstheinputsfrom theusersuchastheno.

ofpanels,wattage,costperpanel,varianceintemperatureandirradiance,andthen

computesthepoweroutputforthegivenpanelanddemonstratestheresultinthe

form ofagraphofPowerGeneratedVs.Hoursofuse.

ANestedFor-Loopisusedtoevaluatetheresultswherethenumberofiterationsthe

loop

isgoingtoexecuteisdeterminedtheNumberofPanelsgivenasinputbytheuser.

TheOutputisagaintransferredtotheFrontEndControlPanelwheretheusercan
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interact

withtheOutputandgenerateFeed-BackControl.

TheaboveFig.6.2RepresentstheBlockDiagram builttogeneratetheEnergyOutput

for

aNo.ofSolarPV- Cells working under

varying conditions of Temperature and

Irradiance.

6.3.Calculation ofPowerGenerated:

TheaboveBlockDiagram representsanIntegrationFunctionwhichcalculatesthe
power

generatedbytheSolarPanels.ItusesaForLoopforcalculatingthelimitsof

integration,

whereittakesitslimitsfrom 0toNo.ofPanels(givenasinput).ItisshowninFigure

6.3.

6.5.SimulationResults:
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The above

graphshowninfig.6.5(i)representthePowerOutputfrom thepanelsVs

NumberofHoursofdailyuse.PowerGeneratedisrepresentedbytheX-Axis.

The abovefig.
6.5(ii)

representstheEnergyOutputfrom thepanelsVsNumberofHours

ofdailyuse.EnergyGeneratedisrepresentedbytheX-AxisandtheNumberofHours

is

representedbytheY-axis
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6.1Theory:

ThePVsystem consistsfrom mainpartwhichisPVcellswhichproducesthepower

butthereareothercomponentsarealsoneededto,control,convertandstorethe

energysuchasPV modules,batteries,chargecontrollers,andinverters.ThePV

system anditscomponentsaredetailedintheblockdiagram showninfig6.1.

6.2Calculations:

ConsideringthePowerSystemsSimulation(PSS)Labasthecasestudyforour

simulation,andastandarddata-sheetforVoc,Isc,Pmax,Vmax,Imax,forasinglepanelwe

arecalculatingtheNo.ofPanelswhicharerequiredfordesigningtheRoof-Top

ModelconsideringthelossesinpowerconversionandtheEfficiencyof20%.Now,

wecalculatethetotalPowerconsumptionbytheequipmentsovertheday.

6.3.FrontPanel:
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TheaboveFig6.2showsthediagram fortheFrontEndofthesimulationwherethe

usercangivethedifferentvaluesfortheInputCriteriainordertocomputethe

desiredOutput.TheUserdecidestheNo.ofEquipment,Wattage,No.ofHoursetc.

ThisinformationisthenpassedontotheBack-EndBlockfortheprocessingof

results.

6.4BlockDiagram:

The above Fig 6.3 shows the Back-End Block Diagram representation ofthe

simulation

whichisprocessedinordertocalculatetheNo.ofPanelsrequiredtodrivetheload

considered.Theuserisrequiredtoentertheloaddetailswhichisthencalculatedto

give out thepower

output and also the

Number of panels

required for the supply

ofload.

6.5. Simulation
Result:
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CHAPTER7

7.1AdvantagesofSolarEnergyinIndia:

Someoftheadvantagesofsolarenergywhichmakesitallthemoresuitablefor

Indiaare

asfollows:

 Thisisaninexhaustiblesourceofenergyandthebestreplacementtoother

non-renewableenergiesinIndia.

 Solarenergyisenvironmentfriendly.Wheninuse,itdoesnotreleaseCO2and

othergaseswhichpollutetheair.HenceitisverysuitableforIndia,India

beingoneofthemostpollutedcountriesoftheworld.

 Solarenergycanbeusedforvarietyofpurposeslikeasheating,drying,

cookingorelectricity,whichissuitablefortheruralareasinIndia.Itcanalso

beusedincars,planes,largepowerboats,satellites,calculatorsandmany

moresuchitems,justaptfortheurbanpopulation.

 Solarpowerisinexhaustible.InanenergydeficientcountrylikeIndia,where

powergenerationiscostly,solarenergyisthebestalternatemeansofpower

generation

Youdon’tneedapowerorgasgridtogetsolarenergy.Asolarenergysystem can

beinstalledanywhere.Solarpanelscanbeeasilyplacedinhouses.Hence,itisquite

inexpensivecomparedtoothersourcesofenergy.

7.2SolarEnergyPowerinIndia:Future:

Insolarenergysector,manylargeprojectshavebeenproposedinIndia.

 TharDeserthassomeofIndia’sbestsolarpowerprojects,estimatedto
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generate700to2,100GW

 OnMarch1st,2014,thethenChiefMinisterofGujarat,NarendraModi,

inauguratedatDikeninNeemuchdistrictofMadhyaPradesh,India’sbiggest

solarpowerplant.

 TheJawaharlalNehru NationalSolarMission (JNNSM)launched bythe

Centreistargeting20,000MW ofsolarenergypowerby2022

 Gujarat’spioneeringsolarpowerpolicyaimsat1,000MW ofsolarenergy

Generation

 InJuly2009,a$19billionsolarpowerplanwasunveiledwhichprojectedto

produce20GW ofsolarpowerby2020.

7.3Applications:

(i)UtilityInteractiveApplications:Inutilityinteractive(orgrid-connected)PV

systems,PVmodulesareconnectedtoinvertersthatconverttheDCproducedbythe

PV

modulestoAC.Thiselectricitycanthenpowerhouseholdappliancesorcanbesold

directlytothegrid.Asabuildingreceivesthisenergy,itisdistributedtoappliances

and

lighting,orotherdeviceswhereneeded.SincePVsystemsarerestrictedtofunction

only

exposedtothesun,abackupsystem isfrequentlyrequiredtoensurecontinuous

supplyof

electricity irrespective of the weather conditions.These systems are most

commonlyused

inhousesorcommercialbuildingstooffsetelectricitycost.A welldesignedPV

system

withaproperstoragefacilitycanbeanattractiveprospectfordisplacingpower

duringthe

peakhours

(ii)Stand-AloneSystems:

Stand-alonesystemsdirectlyusethegeneratedproducedelectricity.Stand-alone
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systemsdonotrelyonutility/gridconnections.Whentherequirementarisesduring

nighttimeorpoorsunlight,abatterystoragesystem isused.Insomesituations,

stand-alonesystemsuseconventionalgeneratorsasbackupsystems.Thereare

numerousapplicationsofstand-alonePVsystems,someofwhicharementioned

below.

(iii)Lighting:

WiththeinventionofLED(lightemittingdiode)technologyaslow powerlighting

sources,PVsystemsfindanidealapplicationinremoteormobilelightingsystems.

PV systemscombinedwithbatterystoragefaciltiesaremostlyusedtoprovide

lightingforbillboards,highwayinformationsigns,public-usefacilities,parkinglots,

vacationcabins,lightingfortrains

(iv)Communications:

Signals required bycommunication systems need amplification afterintervals.

Variousrelaytowersarestationedtoboostradio,television,andHighgroundsare

mostlyfavoredasthesitesforrepeaterstations.Highgroundsaremostlyfavoredas

thesitesforrepeaterstations.Thefarfrom powerlines.Toreducethedifficultyand

systemsarebeinginstalledasaviablealternative.

(v)Electricityforremoteareas:

Someareasarequitefarfrom thedistributionnetworktoestablishconnectionwith

thegrid.Areasunderconstructionalsoneedpowersupplybeforetheyareconnected.

PVsystemsareanattractiveoptionforthesecases.Furthermore,PVsystemscan

bebackedupbyconventionalgeneratorstoprovideuninterruptedsupply.

CHAPTER8

RESULTSANDCONCLUSION

8.1Results:
·
AnalysedtheSimulationtocomputePowerOutputVsNo.ofHoursused\dayfora
selectedPV-CellundervaryingConditionsofTemperatureandIrradiance.Energy
OutputVsNo.ofHoursused\dayforaselectedPV-CellundervaryingConditionsof
TemperatureandIrradianceisobservedandtimetoyieldprofitfrom thegridfound
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out.DesignandsimulationofaRoof-TopModelrepresentingtheloadtocalculate
theNumberofRequiredSolarPanels
DesignandsimulationofaRoof-topmodeltostudyandunderstandthePowerand

EnergyOutputCharacteristicsoftheselectedPV-Moduleundervaryingconditionsof

TemperatureandIrradiance.

8.2Conclusion:

The“DesignandSimulationofPV-CellCharacterisationundervaryingconditionsof

TemperatureandIrradiance”issimulatedinavirtualenvironmentsoftware,whichis

LabVIEW.Thissoftwareallowsitsusertochangeinputparameterevenwhenthe

system isprocessing.Thisenablesthe userto studythe system in transient

conditions.Thedesignandsimulationresultsareinacceptablerangeoferrorsand

the expected OutputCharacteristics forPV-Cellundervarying conditions of

TemperatureandIrradianceisObtained.

8.3FutureScope:

Indiaisslowlygainingitsprominenceinthegenerationofsolarpowerduetothe

comprehensiveandambitiousstateandtheCentre’ssolarpoliciesandprojectsand

NationalSolarMission.In2014theGovernmenthasproposedtodevelopsome

megasolarpowerplantsinGujarat,TamilNadu,Rajasthan.Consideringallthese

facts,wedohaveabrightpictureinfrontofusasIndia’spotentialtobeasolar

powerdrivencountryoftheworld
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I 
 

                                             ABSTRACT 
 

Concrete is the most commonly used building material which is recyclable. It is 

strong, durable, locally available and versatile. It is capable to resist the 

compressive load to a limit but if the load applied on the concrete is more than 

their limit but if the load applied on the concrete is more than their limit of 

resisting load, it causes the strength reduction of concrete by producing the 

cracks in concrete and the treatment of cracks is very expensive. Cracks in 

concrete affects the serviceability limit of concrete. The ingress of moisture and 

other harmful chemicals into the concrete may result in decrement of strength 

and life. Micro-cracks are the main cause to structural failure. One way to 

circumvent costly manual maintenance and repair is to incorporate an 

autonomous self -healing mechanism in concrete. One such an alternative repair 

mechanism is currently being studied, i.e. a novel technique based on the 

application of biomineralization of bacteria in concrete. The applicability of 

specifically calcite mineral precipitating bacteria for concrete repair and 

plugging of pores and cracks in concrete has been recently investigated and 

studies on the possibility of using specific bacteria as a sustainable and concrete 

-embedded self-healing agent was studied and results from ongoing studies are 

discussed. Synthetic polymers such as epoxy treatment etc. are currently being 

used for repair of concrete are harmful to the environment, hence the use of a 

biological repair technique in concrete is focused. Recently, it is found that 

microbial mineral precipitation resulting from metabolic activities of favourable 

microorganisms in concrete improved the overall behaviour of concrete. Hence 

in this paper define the bacterial concrete, its classification and types of 

bacteria, chemical process to fix the crack by bacteria, advantages and dis-

advantages and possibilities of application of MICP (Microorganism used for 

Calcium Carbonate Precipitation in Concrete).The different strengths of Normal 

concrete and concrete with different concentrations of Bacteria Bacillus spp were 

used and tests were conducted and compared. 
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CHAPTER-1 

                             INTRODCTION 

Concrete is the most commonly used building material which is 

recyclable. It is strong, durable, locally available and versatile. It is 

capable to resist the compressive load to a limit but if the load applied 

on the concrete is more than their limit but if the load applied on the 

concrete is more than their limit of resisting load, it causes the strength 

reduction of concrete by producing the cracks in concrete and the 

treatment of cracks is very expensive. Cracks in concrete affects the 

serviceability limit of concrete. The ingress of moisture and other 

harmful chemicals into the concrete may result in decrement of strength 

and life.  The ingress of sulphates and chlorides in concrete results in 

decrease of durability. These effects in concrete structures by cracking 

might be overcome by utilizing self-healing technology which has high 

potential to repair cracks in concrete and enhance the service life of 

concrete structures with a reduction of demand for repair and 

maintenance. Self-healing agents such as epoxy resin, bacteria, fibre, 

etc., are used to heal cracks in concrete. Among these bacteria is used 

commonly and is found to be effective. When the bacteria are mixed 

with concrete the calcium carbonate precipitates forms and these 

precipitates fills the cracks and makes the concrete free from cracks.   
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 1.1 WHAT IS BACTERIAL CONCRETE? 

 Self-healing concrete is a product which biologically produces limestone by 

which cracks on the surface of concrete surface heal. Selected types of the 

bacteria genus Bacillus, along with calcium-based nutrient known as calcium 

lactate, and nitrogen and phosphorous are added to the concrete when it is being 

mixed. The self-healing agents can lie dormant within the concrete for up to two 

hundred years. When a concrete structure damages and water starts to penetrate 

in the cracks present in it the bacteria start to feed on the calcium lactate 

consuming oxygen and converts the soluble calcium lactate into insoluble 

limestone. The limestone formed thus seals the cracks present. It is similar to the 

process of how a fractured bone gets naturally healed by osteoblast cells that 

mineralize to reform bone. Consumption of oxygen in the bacterial conversion 

has an additional advantage. Oxygen which becomes an essential element for the 

corrosion of steel to take place is being used in the bacterial conversion. Hence 

the durability of steel in construction becomes higher. The process of bacterial 

conversion takes place either in the interior or exterior of the microbial cell or 

even some distance away within the concrete. Often the bacterial activities trigger 

a change in the chemical process that leads to over saturation and mineral 

precipitation. Utilization of concepts of bio mineralogy in concrete lead to 

invention of a new material termed as Bacterial Concrete. Bacterial concrete 

refers to a new generation concrete in which selective cementation by 

microbiologically induced CaCO3 precipitation has been introduced for 

remediation of micro-cracks. 

 

1.2 Various Types of Bacteria Used in Concrete 

There are various types of bacteria were used in bacterial concrete construction 

are: 

• Bacillus pasteurizing 

• Bacillus sphaericus 

• Escherichia coli 

• Bacillus subtilis 

• Bacillus cohnii 

• Bacillus balodurans 

• Bacillus pseudofirmus 
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1.3 Mechanism of Bacterial Concrete 
• Self-healing concrete is a product that will biologically produce lime stone 

to heal cracks that appear on the surface of concrete structure. 

• Specially selected types of bacteria genus Bacillus, along with calcium-

based nutrients known as calcium lactate & nitrogen phosphorus are added 

to the ingredients of the concrete when it is being mixed these self-healing 

agents can lie dormant within the concrete for up to 200 hundred years.  

• when a concrete structure is damaged water starts to seep through the cracks 

that appear in the concrete, the spores of the bacteria germinate on contact 

with the water and nutrients. 

• Having been activated, the bacteria start to feeds oxygen is consumed and 

the soluble calcium lactate is converted to insoluble limestone. The lime 

stone solidifies on the crack surface, thereby sealing it up. 

• It is similar to the process by which bone fractures in the human body are 

naturally healed by Osteoblast cells that mineralize to reform the bone.  

• The consumption of oxygen during the bacteria conversion of calcium 

lactate to limestone has an additional advantage. Oxygen is an essential 

element in the process of corrosion of steel and when bacterial activity has 

consumed it all and increase the durability of steel reinforced concrete 

construction. 

 

 

 
                                      Fig 1:Mechanism of Bacterial Concrete 
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1.3.1: Chemical process involved in Self-healing or Bacterial 

Concrete:  
 

              When the water comes in contact with the un-hydrated calcium in the      

concrete, calcium hydroxide is produced by the help of bacteria, which acts as a 

catalyst, this calcium hydroxide reacts with atmospheric carbon dioxide and forms 

limestone and water. This extra water molecule keeps the reaction going.  

 

                                         CaO+ H2O → Ca(OH)2 

 

                                     Ca(OH)2 + CO2 → CaCO3 +H2O 

           The limestone then hardens itself and seals the cracks in the concrete. 

 

1.4  Preparation of Bacterial Concrete: 

Bacterial concrete can be prepared in two ways 

• By direct application 

• By encapsulation in lightweight concrete 

In the direct application method, bacterial spores and calcium lactate is added 

into concrete directly when mixing of concrete is done. The use of this bacteria 

and calcium lactate doesn’t change the normal properties of concrete. When 

cracks are occurred in the structure due to obvious reasons. 

The bacteria are exposed to climatic changes. When water comes in contact 

with these bacteria, they germinate and feed on calcium lactate and produces 

limestone. Thus, sealing the cracks. 

By encapsulation method the bacteria and its food i.e. calcium lactate, are 

placed inside treated clay pellets and concrete is prepared. About 6% of the clay 

pellets are added for making bacterial concrete. 

When concrete structures are made with bacterial concrete, when the crack 

occurs in the structure and clay pellets are broken and the bacteria germinate 

and eat down the calcium lactate and produce limestone, which hardens and 
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thus sealing the crack. Minor cracks about 0.5mm width can be treated by using 

bacterial concrete. 

Among these two-methods encapsulation methods is commonly used, even 

though it’s costlier than direct application. 

 

1.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Bacterial Concrete: 
 

1.5.1 Advantages of Bacterial Concrete 
• Self-repairing of cracks without any external aide. 

• Significant increase in compressive strength and flexural strength when 

compared to normal concrete. 

• Resistance towards freeze-thaw attacks. 

• Reduction in permeability of concrete. 

• Reduces the corrosion of steel due to the cracks formation and improves 

the durability of steel reinforced concrete. 

• Bacillus bacteria are harmless to human life and hence it can be used 

effectively. 

1.5.2 Disadvantages of Bacterial Concrete 
 

• Cost of bacterial concrete is double than conventional concrete. 

• Growth of bacteria is not good in any atmosphere and media. 

• The clay pellets holding the self-healing agent comprise 20% of the 

volume of the concrete. This may become a shear zone or fault zone in 

the concrete. 

• Design of mix concrete with bacteria here is not available any IS code or 

other code. 

• Investigation of calcite precipitate is costly. 
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    1.6 Applications of bacterial Concrete: 

1. Bacterial concrete technology has proved to be better than many conventional 

technologies because of its eco- friendly nature, self-healing abilities and increase 

in durability of various building materials.  

2. Work of various researchers has improved our understanding on the 

possibilities and limitations of biotechnological applications on building 

materials.  

3. Enhancement of compressive strength, reduction in permeability, water 

absorption, reinforced corrosion has been seen in various cementitious and stone 

materials.  

4. In bacterial concrete interconnectivity of pores is disturbed due to plugging of 

pores with calcite crystals, since interconnected pores are significant for 

permeability, the water permeability is decreased in bacteria treated specimens.  

5. Cementation by this method is very easy and convenient for usage. This will 

soon provide the basis for high quality structures that were cost effective and 

environmentally safe but, more work is required to improve the feasibility of this 

technology from both an economical and practical viewpoint.  

6. The application of bacterial concrete to construction may also simplify some 

of the existing construction processes and revolutionize the ways of new 

construction processes. 

7. Used as  

• Repairing of monuments constructed in limestone.  

• Healing of concrete cracks 

• low cost durable roads  

• high strength building    

• river banks 

• low cost durable housing. 
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 CHAPTER-2 

                      LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 SakinaNajmuddinSaifee et.al published a paper on Critical appraisal 

on Bacterial Concrete. In this paper they discussed about the different types 

of bacteria and their applications. The bacterial concrete is very much useful 

in increasing the durability of cemetous materials, repair of limestone 

monuments , sealing of concrete cracks to highly durable cracks etc. It also 

useful for construction of low-cost durable roads , high strength buildings 

with more bearing capacity, erosion prevention of loose sands and low-cost 

durable houses. They have also briefed about the working principle of 

bacterial concrete as a repair material. It was also observed in the study that 

the metabolic activities in the microorganisms taking place inside the 

concrete results into increasing the overall performance of concrete 

including its compressive strength. This study also explains the chemical 

process to remediate cracks. 

2.2 Meera C M and Dr Subha V2, have published a paper on Strength and 

Durability assessment Of Bacteria Based Self-Healing Concrete. In this paper 

they have discussed about the effect of Bacillus subtilis JC3 on the strength and 

durability of concrete. They used cubes of sizes 150mm x 150mm x 150mm and 

cylinders with a diameter of 100mm and a height of 200mm with and without 

addition of microorganisms, of M20 grade concrete. For strength assessments, 

cubes were tested for different bacterial concentrations at 7 days and 28 days and 

cylinders were tested for split tensile strength at 28 days. It was observed that the 

compressive strength of concrete showed significant increase by 42% for cell 

concentration of 105 of mixing water. And also, with the addition of bacteria there 

is a significant increase in the tensile strength by 63% for a bacteria concentration 

of 105cells/ml at 28 days. For durability assessment, acid durability test, chloride 

test and water absorption test were done. From the results it could be inferred that 

the addition of bacteria prevents the loss in weight during acid exposure to a 

certain limit, proving the bacterial concrete to have higher Acid Attack Factor. 

The Water Absorption Test, showed a lesser increase in weight of bacteria 

concrete sample than control, from which it could be reckoned that the concrete 

will become less porous due to the formation of Calcium Carbonate, due to which 

it resulted in lesser water absorption rate. Chloride test results showed that the 
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addition of bacteria decreases weight loss, due to Chloride exposure and enhances 

the Compressive Strength. 

 

2.3 Ravindranatha, N. Kannan, Likhit M. L3
  have published a paper on Self-

Healing Material Bacterial Concrete. In this paper a comparison study was made 

with concrete cubes and beams subjected to compressive and flexural strength 

tests with and without the bacterium Bacillus pasteurii. The concrete cubes and 

beams were prepared by adding calculated quantity of bacterial solution and they 

were tested for 7 and 28 day compressive and flexural strengths. It was found that 

there was high increase in strength and healing of cracks subjected to loading on 

the concrete specimens. The microbe proved to be efficient in enhancing the 

properties of the concrete by achieving a very high initial strength increase. The 

calcium carbonate produced by the bacteria has filled some percentage of void 

volume thereby making the texture more compact and resistive to seepage. 

 

2.4 A.T.Manikandan1, A.Padmavathi4 , have published a paper on An 

Experimental Investigation on Improvement of Concrete Serviceability by using 

Bacterial Mineral Precipitation. In this paper, the bacteria Bacillussubtilis strain 

121 was from Microbial Type Culture Collection and Gene Bank, Chandigarh. 

Samples were prepared in sets of three for a water cement ratio of 0.5 by mass 

for conventional concrete and a water cement ratio of 0.25 and bacterial culture 

of 0.25 for bacterial concrete by mass. The cubes were tested by Non-Destructive 

Testing and HEICO compression testing machine on the 3rd, 7th and 28th days 

after casting. There was an improvement in compressive strength by B. subtilis 

strain 121 due to deposition of Calcite (CaCO3) in cement-sand matrix of 

microbial concrete which remediate the pore structure within the mortar. The 

temperature sustainability test of B. subtilis in bacterial concrete was carried out 

at various temperatures and found that the B. subtilis was found to be alive at –

30 C low temperatures to 700 C high temperatures. There is increase in 

compressive strength of the bacterial concrete with B. subtilis bacteria with 

microbial calcite precipitation in the crack sample was examined in SEM .The 

sample showed the presence of calcite crystals grown all over the surface of the 

crack and also the presence of B. subtilis bacteria is the evidence, that suggests 

microbial remediation properties of bacterial concrete. 

 

2.5  Jagadeesha Kumar B G, R Prabhakara and Pushpa H5 , published a paper 

on Effect of Bacterial Calcite Precipitation on Compressive Strength of Mortar 

Cubes. This paper describes about the experimental investigations carried out on 

mortar cubes which were subjected to bacterial precipitation by different bacterial 

strains and influence of bacterial calcite precipitation on the compressive strength 

of mortar cube on 7, 14 and 28 days of bacterial treatment. Three bacterial strains 

Bacillus flexus, isolated from concrete environment, Bacillus pasturii and 

Bacillus sphaericus were used. The cubes were immersed in bacterial and culture 
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medium for above mentioned days with control cubes immersed in water and was 

tested for compressive strength. The result indicated that there was an 

improvement in the compressive strength in the early strength of cubes which 

were reduced with time. Among the three strains of bacteria, Cubes treated with 

Bacillus flexus, which is not reported as bacteria for calcite precipitation has 

shown maximum compressive strength than the other two bacterial strains and 

control cubes. It was studied that the increase in compressive strengths is mainly 

due to consolidation of the pores inside the cement mortar cubes with micro 

biologically induced Calcium Carbonate precipitation. The urease activity was 

determined for all the bacteria in Urease media by measuring the amount of 

ammonia released from urea according to the phenol hypochlorite assay method. 

All the three strains of bacteria were tested for urease activity. The change of the 

colour of the media from yellow to pink indicated that it is urease positive. All 

the three strains were urease positive. X-ray diffraction analysis was also carried 

out to determine chemical composition of the precipitation that occurred due to 

bacterial mineralization. 

 

2.6  RA. B. Depaaand T. Felix Kala6 , have published a paper on Experimental 

Investigation of Self-Healing Behaviour of Concrete using Silica Fume and 

GGBFS as Mineral Admixtures. In this paper cubes have been prepared by adding 

silica fume in percentage of 2.5%, 5%,7.5%, 10%, 12.5% as a binder in addition 

to adding cement to concrete and also by replacing 35% and 55% of cement with 

GGBFS.A conventional mixture without any admixture is cast for comparing the 

strength and durability properties of silica fume and GGBFS concretes. The 

specimens are first tested for compressive strength at 28 days, and then 70% and 

90% of the compressive load is applied to another set of specimens to generate 

microcracks for studying the durability properties of the specimens. The 

preloaded concrete specimens are tested for compressive strength at 7 and 28 days 

and sorptivity index tests after 28 days. The concrete mix containing cement 

replaced with 35% GGBFS has given maximum compressive strength value. 

Further when silica fume is added as mineral admixture, the mix has given 

maximum strength at 12.5% addition of silica fume. 

 

2.7 Chithra P Bai and Shibi Varghese7,have published a paper on an 

experimental investigation on the strength properties of fly ash based Bacterial 

concrete. In this paper, the bacteria Bacillus Subtilis was used for study with 

different cell concentrations of 103 , 105 and 107 cells/ml for preparing the 

bacterial concrete. Cement was partially replaced by 10%, 20% and 30% of fly 

ash by weight for making the bacterial concrete. Concrete of grade M30 was 

prepared and tests such as Compressive strength, split tensile strength, Flexural 

strength and Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity were conducted after 28 and 90 days of 

water curing. For fly ash concrete, maximum compressive strength, split tensile 

strength, flexural Strength and Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity values were obtained 
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for 10% fly ash replacement. For bacterial concrete maximum compressive 

strength, split tensile strength, flexural strength, and UPV values were obtained 

for the bacteria cell concentration of 105 cells/ml. The improvement in the 

strength properties of fly ash concrete is due to the precipitation of calcium 

carbonate (CaCO3) in the micro environment by the bacteria Bacillus Subtilis. 

 

2.8 V Srinivasa Reddy, M V Seshagiri Rao and S Sushma8 , have published a 

paper on Feasibility Study on Bacterial Concrete as an innovative self-crack 

healing system. This paper describes about the effect of bacterial cell 

concentration of Bacillus subtilis JC3, on the strength, by determining the 

compressive strength of standard cement mortar cubes of different grades, 

incorporated with various bacterial cell concentrations. This shows that the 

Improvement in compressive strength reaches a maximum at about 105/ml cell 

concentration. The cost of using microbial concrete compared to conventional 

concrete which is critical in determining the economic feasibility of the 

technology, is also studied. The cost analysis showed an increase in cost of 2.3 to 

3.9 times between microbial concrete and conventional concrete with decrease of 

grade. And nutrients such as inexpensive, high protein- containing industrial 

wastes such as corn steep liquor (CSL) or lactose mother liquor (LML) effluent 

from starch industry can also be used, so that overall process cost reduces 

dramatically. Precipitation of these crystals inside the gel matrix also enhances 

the durability of concrete significantly. Furthermore, this analysis has shown an 

increase in the cost of production and a significant decrease in carbon footprint 

compared to conventional concrete. MohitGoyal and P. Krishna Chaitanya9 

published a paper on Behaviour of Bacterial Concrete as Self-Healing Material. 

In this paper they have carried out laboratory investigations to compare the 

different parameters of bacterial concrete with ordinary concrete and concrete, in 

which 70% cement was partially replaced with 30% of Fly Ash and 30% of 

GGBS. In this paper, Bacillus pasteurii, is used to prepare M25 concrete. Various 

tests such as slump flow test, compressive strength, flexural strength and split 

tensile strength were conducted for different specimens of, bacterial 

concentrations of 40ml, 50ml and 60 ml for each specimen. In order to identify 

atomic and molecular structure and to check the presence of formation of calcium 

carbonate X- Ray diffraction test was conducted. There was significant 

improvement of compressive strength by 30% in concrete mix with bacteria and 

more than 15% in fly ash and 20% in GGBS. It was observed that bacterial 

concrete achieves maximum split tensile strength and flexural strength when 40 

ml and 50 ml bacterial solution was used but loses this trend after 14 days with 

60ml bacterial solution when flexural strength test was performed. Also, 50ml 

bacterial solution proved to be effective in increasing the split tensile strength, 

compressive strength and flexural strength of the specimen as compared to 40ml 

and 60 ml bacterial solution. Also, from the XRD analysis, it is proven that the 
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presence on bacteria is contributing to CaCO3 production, which has reduced the 

percentage of air voids, thus, increasing the strength of the structure considerably. 

 

2.9  N. Ganesh Babu and Dr. S. Siddiraju9,has published a paper onan 

experimental study on strength and fracture properties of self-healing concrete. 

In this paper they have made an attempt is made to arrest the cracks in concrete 

using bacteria and calcium lactate. The percentages of bacteria selected for the 

study are 3.5% and 5% by weight of cement. In addition, calcium lactate was used 

at 5% and 10% replacement of cement by weight. Bacteria produce calcium 

carbonate crystals which blocks the micro cracks and pores in the concrete after 

reacting with calcium lactate. Bacillus pasteurii is used for different bacterial 

concentrations for M40 grade of concrete. Various tests such as compressive 

strength, elastic modulus and fracture of concrete were analysed. The cubes of 

dimensions of 100x100x100 mm were used for compressive strength test. It was 

observed that compressive strength for controlled concrete using calcium lactate, 

at 7 days and 28 days were 19.8 MPa and 40.53 MPa respectively. With the 

addition of calcium lactate, there is considerable decrease in compressive 

strength. Compressive strength of concrete with 5% bacteria was found to be 49.5 

Mpa at 28 days, which is more than controlled concrete. With the addition of 

calcium lactate at 10% (optimum percentage) and bacteria to concrete, there is 

considerable increase in compressive strength. Hence calcium lactate along with 

3.5% and 5% bacteria can be used as an effective self-healing agent. 
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   CHAPTER-3 

              MATERIALS AND TESTS ON MATERIALS 
 

3.1  Materials  Used 

 
3.1.1  WATER: - 

Water is an important ingredient of concrete as it actively participates in the 

chemical reaction with cement. Since it helps to form the strength giving 

cement gel, the quantity and quality of water is required to be looked into very 

carefully. Water should be free from acids, oils, alkalis, vegetables or other 

organic impurities. Soft water also produces weaker concrete.   Water has two 

functions in a concrete mix. First, it reacts chemically with cement to form a 

cement paste in which the inert aggregates are held in suspension until the 

cement paste has hardened. Next, it serves as a vehicle or lubricant in the 

mixture of fine aggregate and cement. Potable water is generally considered 

satisfactory. In the present investigation, potable tap water was used for both 

mixing and curing purposes.  

  3.1.2 Cement: - 

 Cement is a fine, grey powder. It is mixed with water and materials such as sand, 

gravel, and crushed stone to make concrete. The cement and water form a paste 

that binds the other materials together as the concrete hardens. The ordinary 

cement contains two basic ingredients namely argillaceous and calcareous. In the 

present work 53 grade ACC cement was used for casting cubes and beams for all 

concrete mixes. The cement was of uniform colour i.e. grey with a light greenish 

shade and was free from any hard lumps and fulfilling the requirements as per IS 

12269 -1987. 

The chief chemical components of ordinary Portland Cement are: 

1 Calcium 

2. Silica 

3.Alumina 

4.Iron 

Calcium is usually derived from limestone, marl or chalk while silica, alumina 

and iron come from the sands, clays & iron ores. Other raw materials may include 

shale, shells and industrial by-products. 
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                                                 Table 3.2.2   Basic Composition 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

3.1.3 Fine Aggregate: - 

 The sand used for the experimental works was locally procured and conformed to 

grading zone II. Sieve Analysis of the Fine Aggregate was carried out in the 

laboratory as per IS383-1970. 

3.1.4 Coarse Aggregate: - 

Crushed basalt stones obtained from local quarries were used as coarse aggregate. 

The maximum size of coarse aggregate used was 20 mm. The properties of coarse 

aggregate were determined by conducting tests as per IS: 2386 (Part – III).   

3.1.5 Bacillus Subtilis Bacteria: - 

Bacillus subtilis will be brought up in its log phase in concreting site in liquid or 

aqueous state. This stage is having bacterial concentration 2 x 108 cells/ml. This 

full-grown stage is aimed to lasts for 2 to 3 hours at room temperature. These 

bacteria should be impregnated in concrete in its full-grown stage.   

Bacillus subtilis is considered the best studied Grampositive bacterium and a 

model organism to study bacterial chromosome replication and cell differentiation. 

                                            

                                         Table 3.2.5 Basic Description of Bacteria 

 

 

 

 

 

Lime (CaO) 60-67 % 

Silica (SiO2) 17-25 % 

Alumina (Al2O3) 3-8 % 

Iron Ixode (Fe2O3) 0.5-6 % 

Magnesia (MgO) 0.1-4 % 

Sulphur Trioxide (SO3) 1-3 % 

Soda and/or Potash 

(Na2O+K2O) 

0.5-1.3 % 

           Bacteria Name Bacillus spp 

Specific gravity 1.09 

Cell count           2 x 108 cells/ml. 

 pH 6.9 
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3.2 Tests on Materials: 

3.2.1 Tests on Cement: 

1. Setting Time 

2. Specific Gravity 

3. Normal Consistency 

4. Physical Examination 

 

1. SETTING TIME 

When cement is mixed with water, it hydrates and makes cement paste. 

This paste can be moulded into any desired shape due to its plasticity. 

Within this time cement continues with reacting water and slowly cement 

starts losing its plasticity and set harden. This complete cycle is called 

Setting time of cement. 

    Initial Setting time of Cement:- 

     The time to which cement can be moulded in any desired shape without    

losing it strength is called Initial setting time of cement. 

    Final setting time of Cement:- 

The time at which cement completely loses its plasticity and became hard is a 

final setting time of cement. 

Calculation of Initial and Final Setting time of Cement:- 

As Per  IS: 4031 (Part 5) – 1988.  Initial and final setting time of cement is 

calculated using VICAT apparatus conforming to IS: 5513 – 1976. 

 

Apparatus Required:- 

Weighing balance of 1000g with accuracy 1g and Measuring cylinder of 200ml, 

VICAT apparatus, VICAT Mould, Glass plate, the plunger of 10mm dia and 

Hand Trowel, stop watch. 
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TESTING PROCEDURE: 

1. Take 400g of cement and place it in a bowl or tray. 

2. Now add water of Start the stopwatch at the moment water is added to the 

cement. Water of quantity 0.85Ptimes  (Where P is the standard normal 

consistency)is considered. 

3. Now fill the mix in Vicat mould. If any excessive paste remained on Vicat 

mould is taken off by using a trowel. 

4. Then, place the VICAT mould on non-porous plate (Glass plate) and see 

that the plunger should touch the surface of VICAT mould gently. 

5. Release the Plunger and allow it to sink into the test mould. 

6. Note down the penetration of the plunger from the bottom of mould 

indicated on the scale. 

7. Repeat the same experiment at different positions on the mould until the 

plunger should stop penetrating 5 from the bottom of the mould. 

The time period elapsed between the moment water is added to the cement and 

the time, the needle fails to penetrate the mould of 5mm when measured from the 

bottom of the mould, is the initial setting time of cement. 

Now replace the needle (plunger) by the one with an annular attachment. The 

cement is assmed as finally set When, upon applying the needle gently to the 

surface of the test mould, the needle makes an impression therein, while the 

attachment fails to do so. The time period between the moment water is added to 

the cement and the time at which needle makes an impression on the surface of 

the mould, while the attachment fails to do so, is the final setting time of cement. 

 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Time at which water is first added to cement, t1= 3.02 Minutes. 

• Time when needle fails to penetrate 5mm to 7mm from bottom of the 

mould, t2 = 46.02 Minutes.  

• Time when needle makes an impression but the attachment fails to do so, 

t3 = 603.02 Minutes 

         Initial setting time = t2 – t1 = 46.02-3.02 =  43.02 Minutes 

    Final setting time = t3 – t1 = 603.02 – 3.02 = 599 Minutes. 

RESULT:  

➢ Initial setting time of cement =    43.02 Mints. 

➢ Final setting time of cement =     599 Mints. 
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CONCLUSION: 

❑   As per the recommended values for initial setting time is 30 minutes and 

final setting time is 600minutes. 

❑  As per IS code 12269, our material is satisfactory. 

 

2. SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

What is Specific Gravity? 

Specific Gravity is the ratio of a Weight of Volume of material (Your 

testing material) to the same Weight of Volume of water. In simple 

words, we are comparing the volume of our Testing material either it 

may be sand, cement, aggregate with the same volume of water at certain 

temperature. 

Specific gravity test /Density of Cement test : 

As per Le Chatelier’s Principle, Specific gravity of cement is determined by Le 

Chatelier’s Flask method. And the IS code for Specific gravity test is   

IS 2720- Part 3. 

 

Apparatus Required for Le Chatelier’s Principle:- 

1.Cement 

2. Kerosene 

3. Specific Gravity Bottle capacity of 250 ml with stopper. 

4. Weighing balance with 0.1 gm accurate 

Why is kerosene used in the Specific gravity of cement test? 

In general, to calculate the specific gravity of material, we use water. But in 

cement, we use kerosene for finding specific gravity in it. The reason behind this, 

cement hydrates and forms calcium oxide when it reacts with water. Cement 

won’t show any reaction when it mixed with kerosene. 

Procedure for finding Specific gravity in cement:- 

1. The Lechatlier flask should be free from moisture content, that mean flask 

is thoroughly dried. 

2. Now, weigh the empty flask and note it as W1. 

3. Take 50gm of cement and add it in Flask. Now weight the Flask with the 

stopper as W2 

4. Now pour kerosene in the sample up to the neck of the bottle. Mix 

thoroughly and see that no air bubbles left in the flask. Note down the weight 

as W3 

5. Empty the flask and fill the bottle with kerosene up to the tip of the bottle 

and record the weight as W4. 

https://civilread.com/cement-quality-test-site/
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OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS: 

                                          Table 4 Specific Gravity of Cement 

FORMULA USED: 

                                  Sg =                           W2 – W1               *0.79                    

                                               (W2 – W1) – (W3 – W4) 

RECOMMENDED VALUES: 

•   specific Gravity of Cement = 3.15 

RESULT: 

Specific gravity of the given cement is = 3.16 

 

 

 

 

 

S.NO. PARTICULARS  DETERMINATION NUMBER 

 1 2 

1. Density bottle no. S-1 S-3 

2. Mass of empty density bottle (W1) 0.024 0.024 

3. Mass of bottle and dry cement (W2)  0.032 0.032 

4. Mass of bottle, cement and 

kerosene (W3) 

0.070 0.071 

5. Mass of bottle filled with kerosene 

(W4) 

0.064 0.065 

6. W2 – W1 0.008 0.008 

7. W3 – W4 0.006 0.006 

8.  calculate Sg using formula 3.16 3.16 
 

AVERAGE VALUE 3.16 
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3. Normal Consistency 

The Consistency of cement test is performed to determine the amount of 

water content that is to be added in cement to attain Standard consistency 

or normal consistency of cement. 

                                                  OR 

Amount of water added in cement to penetrate the Vicat plunger up to a 

depth of 5-7mm from the bottom of the Vicat mould or 33-35mm from 

top of the Vicat Mould 

 

Apparatus required:- 

Weighing balance of 1000g with accuracy 1g and Measuring cylinder of 200ml, 

VICAT apparatus, VICAT Mould, Glass plate, the plunger of 10mm dia and 

Hand Trowel. 

Procedure:- 

1. Take 400g of cement and place it in a bowl or tray. 

2. Now Assume standard consistency of water is 28% and add the same 

quantity of water in cement and mix it. 

3. Mix the paste thoroughly within 3-5 minutes. The time taken to obtain 

cement paste after adding water is called gauging time. 

4. Now fill the paste in Vicat mould correctly any excessive paste remained on 

Vicat mould is taken off by using a trowel. 

5. Then, place the VICAT mould on Glass plate and see that the plunger should 

touch the surface of VICAT mould gently. 

6. Release the Plunger and allow it to sink into the test mould. 

7. Note down the penetration of the plunger from the bottom of mould 

indicated on the scale. 

8. Repeat the same experiment by adding different percentages of water until 

the reading is in between 5-7mm on the Vicat apparatus scale. 

 

OBSERVATION: 

• Weight of cement taken (g)= 400gm 

• Initial percentage of water added to cement = 25% 

• Quantity of water added to cement = 100 
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                               Table 5:Normal Consistency 

RESULT: 

 Percentage of water content for standard consistency = 29% 

CONCLUSION: 

❑ Generally, the normal consistency for cement ranges from 26 to 33%. 

❑ Therefore, as per IS 4031 code our material is satisfactory. 

 

 

4. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 

i. Color Test of Cement: The color of the cement should be uniform. It 

should be grey colour with a light greenish shade. 

ii. Presence of Lumps: The cement should be free from any hard lumps. Such 

lumps are formed by the absorption of moisture from the atmosphere. Any 

bag of cement containing such lumps should be rejected. 

iii. Cement Adulteration Test: The cement should feel smooth when touched 

or rubbed in between fingers. If it is felt rough, it indicates adulteration 

with sand 

iv. Temperature Test of Cement: If hand is inserted in a bag of cement or 

heap of cement, it should feel cool and not warm. 

v. Float Test: If a small quantity of cement is thrown in a bucket of water, 

the particles should float for some time before it sinks. 

vi. Date of Packing: Strength of cement reduces with time, so it is important 

to check the manufacturing date of the cement. Generally, the cement 

should be used before 90 days from the date of manufacturing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.No. QUANTITY OF WATER 

ADDED 

(ml) 

DEPTH OF 

PENETRATION 

(mm) 

1. 100 34 

2. 108 30 

3. 112 11 

4. 116 7 
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3.2.2 TESTS CONDUCTED ON COARSE AGGREGATES 

 

1.CRUSHING VALUE TEST 

          2.LOS ANGELES ABRASION TEST 

          3.IMPACT TEST 

          4.SHAPE TESTS 

          5.SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

CRUSHING VALUE TEST: 

The objective of this test is to: 

1. Determine the aggregate crushing value of coarse aggregate 

2. Assess suitability of coarse aggregates for use in different types of road 

 

Apparatus 

1. A steel cylinder 15 cm diameter with plunger and base plate. 

2. A straight metal tamping rod 16mm diameter and 45 to 60cm long 

rounded at one end. 

3. A balance of capacity 3 kg readable and accurate to one gram. 

4. IS sieves of sizes 12.5mm, 10mm and 2.36mm 

5. A compression testing machine. 

6. Cylindrical metal measure of sufficient rigidity to retain its from under 

rough usage and of 11.5cm diameter and 18cm height. 

7. Dial gauge 

Procedure of Aggregate Crushing Value Test 

1. Put the cylinder in position on the base plate and weigh it (W). 

2. Put the sample in 3 layers, each layer being subjected to 25 strokes using 

the tamping rod. Care being taken in the case of weak materials not to break 

the particles and weigh it (W1). 

3. Level the surface of aggregate carefully and insert the plunger so that it 

rests horizontally on the surface. Care being taken to ensure that the 

plunger does not jam in the cylinder. 
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4. Place the cylinder with plunger on the loading platform of the compression 

testing machine. 

5. Apply load at a uniform rate so that a total load of 40T is applied in 10 

minutes. 

6. Release the load and remove the material from the cylinder. 

7. Sieve the material with 2.36mm IS sieve, care being taken to avoid loss of 

fines. 

8. Weigh the fraction passing through the IS sieve (W2). 

 

Calculation of Aggregate Crushing Value 

The ratio of weight of fines formed to the weight of total sample in each test shall 

be expressed as a percentage, the result being recorded to the first decimal place. 

                    Aggregate crushing value = (W2 x 100) / (W1-W) 

Observation Table: 

 

                                Table 6:Crushing Value Test on Coarse Aggregate   

    

 

PARTICULARS SAMPLE   

1 

SAMPLE  

2 

Empty weight of cylinder with base 

plate =W gm 

3.780 3.780 

Total weight of dry sample + cylinder 

= W1 gm 

6.685 6.55 

Weight of portion passing 2.36mm 

sieve =W2 gm 

0.880 0.720 

Aggregate crushing value = 

((W2)/(W1-W)) *100 (percent) 

30.29 25.99 
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RESULT:   

The crushing value of given sample = 28.14% 

CONCLUSION: Coarse aggregates are suitable for flexible as well as rigid 

pavement. 

II. LOS ANGELES ABRASION TEST 

Los Angeles abrasion test on aggregates is the measure of aggregate toughness 

and abrasion resistance such as crushing, degradation and disintegration. 

The Los Angeles abrasion test on aggregates are done for following purpose: 

1. To determine the Los Angeles abrasion value. 

2. To find the suitability of aggregates for use in road construction. 

Apparatus for Los Angeles Test 

The apparatus as per IS: 2386 (Part IV) – 1963 consists of: 

1. Los Angeles Machine 

2. Abrasive charge: Cast iron or steel balls, approximately 48mm in 

diameter and each weighing between 390 to 445 g; six to twelve balls are 

required. 

3. Sieve: 1.70, 2.36, 4.75, 6.3, 10, 12.5, 20, 25, 40, 50, 63, 80 mm IS Sieves. 

4. Balance of capacity 5 kg or 10 kg 

5. Drying oven 

6. Miscellaneous like tray.4 

 

Procedure for Los Angeles Test 

The test sample consists of clean aggregates dried in oven at 105° – 110°C. The 

sample should conform to any of the gradings shown in table 1. 

1. Select the grading to be used in the test such that it conforms to the grading 

to be used in construction, to the maximum extent possible. 

2. Take 5 kg of sample for gradings A, B, C & D and 10 kg for gradings E, F 

& G. 

3. Choose the abrasive charge as per Table 2 depending on grading of 

aggregates. 

4. Place the aggregates and abrasive charge on the cylinder and fix the cover. 
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5. Rotate the machine at a speed of 30 to 33 revolutions per minute. The 

number of revolutions is 500 for gradings A, B, C & D and 1000 for 

gradings E, F & G. The machine should be balanced and driven such that 

there is uniform peripheral speed. 

6. The machine is stopped after the desired number of revolutions and 

material is discharged to a tray. 

7. The entire stone dust is sieved on 1.70 mm IS sieve. 

8. The material coarser than 1.7mm size is weighed correct to one gram. 

Observational Result: 

                                         Table 7:Los Angles Abrasion Test 

RESULT:   

Los Angeles Abrasion Value = 16.2% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PARTICULARS SAMPLE  1 SAMPLE  2 

Total weight of dry sample 

taken = W1 gm 

5000 5000 

Weight of portion passing 1.7 

mm sieve = W2 gm 

755 865 

Aggregate abrasion value = 

(W2/W1) *100 (percent) 

15.1 17.3 
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IV IMPACT VALUE TEST 

The property of a material to resist impact is known as toughness. Due to 

movement of vehicles on the road the aggregates are subjected to impact 

resulting in their breaking down into smaller pieces. 

The aggregate impact value is a measure of resistance to sudden impact or 

shock, which may differ from its resistance to gradually applied compressive 

load. 

Procedure of Aggregate Impact Test: 
 

The test sample consists of aggregates sized 10.0 mm 12.5 mm. Aggregates may 

be dried by heating at 100-110° C for a period of 4 hours and cooled. 

(i) Sieve the material through 12.5 mm and 10.0mm IS sieves. The aggregates 

passing through 12.5mm sieve and retained on 10.0mm sieve comprises the test 

material. 

 (ii) Pour the aggregates to fill about just 1/3 rd depth of measuring cylinder. 

(iii) Compact the material by giving 25 gentle blows with the rounded end of the 

tamping rod. 

(iv) Add two more layers in similar manner, so that cylinder is full. 

(vi) Determine the net weight of the aggregates to the nearest gram(W). 

(vii) Bring the impact machine to rest without wedging or packing up on the level 

plate, block or floor, so that it is rigid and the hammer guide columns are vertical. 

(viii) Fix the cup firmly in position on the base of machine and place whole of 

the test sample in it and compact by giving 25 gentle strokes with tamping rod. 

(ix) Raise the hammer until its lower face is 380 mm above the surface of 

aggregate sample in the cup and allow it to fall freely on the aggregate sample. 
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Give 15 such blows at an interval of not less than one second between successive 

falls. 

 (x) Remove the crushed aggregate from the cup and sieve it through 2.36 mm IS 

sieves until no further significant amount passes in one minute. Weigh the 

fraction passing the sieve to an accuracy of 1 gm. Also, weigh the fraction 

retained in the sieve. 

Compute the aggregate impact value. The mean of two observations, rounded to 

nearest whole number is reported as the Aggregate Impact Value. 

Observational Table: 

                                                    Table 8:Impact value test on coarse aggregate 

RESULT: 

Aggregate Impact Value = 18.58% 

CONCLUSION: 

▪  As Per BS 812 value ranges between 10 -20%, hence strong quality of 

aggregate. 

 

 

PARTICULARS SAMPLE   1  SAMPLE  2 

Total weight of dry sample taken = W1 kg 0.325 0.346 

Weight of portion passing 2.36 mm sieve = W2 kg 0.055 0.070 

Aggregate impact value = (W2/W1) *100 (percent) 16.92 20.23 
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V Shape Tests on Coarse Aggregates: 

Following tests are conducted on coarse aggregates under shape tests: 

• The elongation index of the given aggregates. 

• The flakiness index of the given aggregates. 

  

The particle shape of aggregates is determined by the percentages of flaky and 

elongated particles contained in it. For base course and construction of 

bituminous and cement concrete types, the presence of flaky and elongated 

particles are considered undesirable as these causes inherent weakness with 

possibilities of breaking down under heavy loads. 

Thus, evaluation of shape of the particles, particularly with reference to flakiness 

and elongation is necessary. 

The Elongation index of an aggregate is the percentage by weight of particles 

whose greatest dimension (length) is greater than nine-fifths (1.8times) their 

mean dimension. This test is not applicable for sizes smaller than 6.3mm. 

Procedure of Shape Tests on Coarse Aggregates: 

1 Sieve the sample through the IS sieves (as specified in the table). 

2 Take a minimum of 200 pieces of each fraction to be tested and weigh 

them. 

3 To separate the flaky materials, gauge each fraction for thickness on a 

thickness gauge. The width of the slot used should be of the dimensions 

specified in column (4) of the table for the appropriate size of the material. 

4 Weigh the flaky material passing the gauge to an accuracy of at least 0.1 

per cent of the test sample. 

5 To separate the elongated materials, gauge each fraction for length on a 

length gauge. The width of the slot used should be of the dimensions 

specified in column (6) of the table for the appropriate size of the material. 

6 Weigh the elongated material retained on the gauge to an accuracy of at 

least 0.1 per cent of the test sample. 
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Observational table : 

                                                 Table 9:Flakiness Index  

 

a. FLAKINESS INDEX  

FLAKINESS INDEX = (X /W) *100 = (0.166 /.910) * 100 = 18.24% 

RESULT: 

THE FLAKINESS INDEX = 18.24% 

As Per IS:2386(Part I) the limits are within standard limits for use as building 

material 

 

 

 

 

SIZE OF AGGREGATE THICKN

ESS 

GUAGE 

SIZE, 

(mm) 

WEIGHT OF FRACTION 

CONSISTING OF ATLEAST 

200 PIECES , g(W) 

WEIGHT OF AGGREGATES IN 

EACH FRACTION PASSING 

THICKNESS GUAGE, mm (X) 

PASSING 

THROUGH 

IS SIEVE, 

mm 

RETAINED 

ON IS SIEVE, 

mm 

20 16 10.80 0.320 0.060 

16 12.5 8.55 0.585 0.105 

12.5 10 6.75 0 0 

10 6.3 4.89 0.005 0.001 
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b. ELONGATION INDEX: 

 

                                                    Table 10:Elongation Index 

FORMULA: (Y/W) *100 = (0.778/.910) * 100   = 85.49% 

Elongation index = (100 – 85.49) = 14.51% 

RESULT: 

Elongation index = 14.51% 

As Per IS:2386(Part I) the limits are within standard limits for use as building 

material 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIZE OF AGGREGATE THICKNESS 

GUAGE SIZE, 

(mm) 

WEIGHT OF 

FRACTION 

CONSISTING OF 

ATLEAST 200 

PIECES, g(W) 

WEIGHT OF 

AGGREGATES IN EACH 

FRACTION RETRAINED 

ON LENGTH GUAGE, mm 

(X) 

PASSING 

THROUGH 

IS SIEVE, 

mm 

RETAINED 

ON IS 

SIEVE, mm 

20 16 32.4 0.320 0.292 

16 10 25.6 0.585 0.480 

10 4.75 20.2 0.005 0.006 
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VI: Specific Gravity: 

Specific gravity test of aggregates is done to measure the strength or quality of 

the material while water absorption test determines the water holding capacity 

of the coarse and fine aggregates. 

Specific Gravity is the ratio of the weight of a given volume of aggregate to 

the weight of an equal volume of water. It is the measure of strength or quality 

of the specific material. Aggregates having low specific gravity are generally 

weaker than those with higher specific gravity values. 

The main objective of these test is to: 

1.To measure the strength or quality of the material. 

2.To determine the water absorption of aggregates. 

PROCEDURE OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 

There are three methods of testing for the determination of the specific gravity of 

aggregates, according to the size of the aggregates larger than 10 mm, 40 mm and 

smaller than 10 mm. For Samples larger than 10 mm, 40 mm, the below given 

test method is used and for samples smaller than 10 mm Pycnometer test is done. 

Apparatus Required: 

1. A balance of capacity about 3kg, to weigh accurate 0.5g, and of such a 

type and shape as to permit weighing of the sample container when 

suspended in water. 

2. A thermostatically controlled oven to maintain temperature at 100-110° 

C. 

3. A wire basket of not more than 6.3 mm mesh or a perforated container of 

convenient size with thin wire hangers for suspending it from the balance. 

4. A container for filling water and suspending the basket 

5. An air tight container of capacity similar to that of the basket 

6. A shallow tray and two absorbent clothes, each not less than 75x45cm. 
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Procedure 

1. About 2 kg of aggregate sample is washed thoroughly to remove fines, 

drained and placed in wire basket and immersed in distilled water at a 

temperature between 22- 32º C and a cover of at least 5cm of water above 

the top of basket. 

2. Immediately after immersion the entrapped air is removed from the sample 

by lifting the basket containing it 25 mm above the base of the tank and 

allowing it to drop at the rate of about one drop per second. The basket and 

aggregate should remain completely immersed in water for a period of 24 

hour afterwards. 

3. The basket and the sample are weighed while suspended in water at a 

temperature of 22° – 32°C. The weight while suspended in water is 

noted = W1g. 

4. The basket and aggregates are removed from water and allowed to drain 

for a few minutes, after which the aggregates are transferred to the dry 

absorbent clothes. The empty basket is then returned to the tank of water 

jolted 25 times and weighed in water= W2 g. 

5. The aggregates placed on the absorbent clothes are surface dried till no 

further moisture could be removed by this cloth. Then the aggregates are 

transferred to the second dry cloth spread in single layer and allowed to dry 

for at least 10 minutes until the aggregates are completely surface dry. The 

surface dried aggregate is then weighed = W3 g 

Observations of Test 

Weight of saturated aggregate suspended in water with basket = W1g 

Weight of basket suspended in water = W2 g 

Weight of saturated surface dry aggregate in air = W3g 

Formulas: 

(1) Specific gravity = W3 / (W3– (W1– W2)) 

 

RESULT: 

The specific gravity of coarse aggregates: 2.67 

Within IS LIMITS 
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                              3.3.3 Tests conducted on Fine Aggregate: 

 

I. SIEVE ANALYSIS 

II.SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

 

I. Sieve Analysis: 

Fineness Modulus of Aggregates: 

Fineness modulus is only a numerical index of fineness, giving some idea of the 

mean size of the particle s in the entire body of the aggregate. 

To a certain extent it is a method of standardization of the grading of the 

aggregate. It is obtained by adding the percentage weight of material retained in 

each of the standard sieves and dividing it by 100. 

The objective of finding the fineness modulus is to grade a given aggregate for 

the most economical mix and workability with minimum quantity of cement. 

 

Apparatus for Grain Size Analysis 

 

Indian standard test sieves, weighing balance ,sieve shaker etc . 

1. For fine aggregate- 4.75mm, 2.36mm, 1.18mm, 600 microns, 300 microns, 

150 microns. 

Procedure of Grain Size Analysis of Aggregates: 

For Fine Aggregates 

1. Take one kg of sand from the laboratory sample 

2. Arrange the sieves in order of IS sieves no’s 480, 240, 120, 60, 30 and 15, 

Keeping sieve no.480 at the top and 15 at the bottom and cover the top. 

3. Keep the sample in the top sieve no.480. 

4. Carry out the sieving in the set of sieves for not less than 10 minutes. 

5. Find the weight of sample retained in each sieve. 

6. Tabulate the values in given tabular column . 
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Observations and Results: 

 

IS 

SIEVE 

SIZE 

WEIGHT 

RETAINED 

(Kg) 

CUMMULATIVE 

WEIGHT 

RETAINED (Kg) 

% 

WEIGHT 

RETAINED 

% 

CUMULATIVE 

WEIGHT   

% 

FINER 

4.75mm 0.0265 0.0265 2.65 2.65 97.35 

2.36mm 0.0305 0.057 3.05 5.7 94.30 

1.18mm 0.121 0.178 12.1 17.8 82.20 

600 

microns 

0.238 0.416 23.8 41.6 58.40 

300 

microns 

0.367 0.783 36.7 78.35 21.65 

150 

microns 

0.153 0.936 15.3 93.65 6.35 

Pan 0.0165 0.950 1.65 95.3 4.7 

                                                   Table 11:Sieve Analysis 

                                           FIG 2:GRADING CURVE 
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Formula used: 

Fineness modulus (Sum of cumulative % wt. retained /100)  

RESULT: 

Fineness modulus   = 2.39 

CONCLUSION: 

 As per recommended value for Fineness Modulus of fine aggregate is 2.0 -

3.5 mm. 

Therefore, we got the value of 2.39. 

As per IS code 490:2000 our material is satisfactory. 

 

II.Specific Gravity: 

Specific gravity of fine aggregate (sand) is the ratio of the weight of given 

volume of aggregates to the weight of equal volume of water. 

Apparatus for Specific Gravity Test 

1. A balance of capacity not less than 3kg ,readable and accurate to 0.5 gm 

and of such a type as to permit the weighing of the vessel containing the 

aggregate and water . 

2. A well-ventilated oven to maintain a temperature of 100ºC to 110ºC 

3. Pycnometer of about 1 litre capacity having a metal conical screw top with 

a 6mm hole at its apex . The screw top shall be watertight . 

4. A means supplying a current warm air . 

5. A tray of area not less than 32cm². 

6. An airtight container large enough to take the sample. 

7. Filter papers and funnel. 
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Procedure of Test 

1. Take about 1/3rd of sample and place it in the pycnometer.(W2) 

2. Pour distilled water into it until it is full.(W3) 

3. Eliminate the entrapped air by rotating the pycnometer on its side ,the hole 

in the apex of the cone being covered with a finger. 

4. Wipe out the outer surface of pycnometer and weigh it (W1) 

5. Transfer the contents of the pycnometer into a tray, care being taken to 

ensure that all the aggregate is transferred . 

6. Refill the pycnometer with distilled water to the same level . 

7. Find out the weight (W4) 

8. Drain water from the sample through a filter paper . 

9. Place the sample in oven in a tray at a temperature of 100ºC to 110º C for 

24±0.5 hours ,during which period ,it is stirred occasionally to facilitate 

drying . 

10. Cool the sample and weigh it (W2) 

Observations and Results: 

S.No. PARTICULARS SAMPLE 

1. Weight of empty pycnometer, W1 kgs 0.588 

2. Weight of 1/3rd of sand + pycnometer, W2 kgs 0.972 

3. Weight of 1/3rd of sand + pycnometer and water, 

W3 kgs 

1.664 

4. Weight of water and pycnometer and water, W4 

kgs 

1.422 

5.  W2-W1 0.384 

6. W3-W4 0.242 

                                              Table 12:Specific Gravity of Fine aggregate          
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RESULT: 

The specific gravity of sand = 2.7 

The specific gravity of sands is considered to be around 2.65. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
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   CHAPTER-4 

                METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

4.1 Design Mix: 

The concrete of Grade M25  Was designed as per IS 10262:2009 

The Steps of design are as follows: 

Step 1:Target Strength for Mix Purporting 

fck’:fck+1.65*S 

25+(1.65*4) 

31.6 N/mm2 

For S refer IS 10262:2009 clause 3.2.1.2 Table No 1 Page no 2 

Step 2: Selection of Water/cement Ratio : 

Referring IS 10262:2009 Clause 4.1 page no 2 

The maximum water cement shall be taken from table No 5 IS 490:2009 page 

20 

=.45 

Step 3: Selection of Water Content: 

Referring IS 10262:2009 clause 4.2 table No 2 page 3 

          Water Required for 1m3 =197 lit 
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Step 4:Calculation of Cement Content 

(197/.45)=438 kg/m3 

Which is greater than the minimum cement content required as per table No.4 of 

IS 490-2000 

   Step 5: Proportioning of Volume of Course Aggregate(CA) and Fine 

Aggregate(FA): 

From IS 10262:2009 clause 4.4.1 & table no 3,Page no 3 

For .45=.61 

Volume of CA=.61 

Volume of FA=1-.61=.39 

Step 6: Mix Calculations 

a) Volume of Concrete= 1m3 

b) Volume of Cement =(Mass of Cement/Specific gravity of 

Cement)*(1/1000) 

(438/3.16)*(1000-1)=.138m3 

c) Volume of Water =(Mass of Water/Sg of water)*(1/1000) 

                            =197/1000 =.197m3 

d) Volume of all aggregates 

                        =(a-(b+c)) 

                  (1-(.138+.197)) 

                 =.665m3 

e) Mass of CA =e*Vol of CA*Sg of CA*1000 

                          =(0.665*0.61*2.67*1000) 

                            =1083.086  Kg 

f) Mass of FA= e*Vol of FA*Sg of FA*1000 
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               =(0.665*0.39*2.7*1000) 

                                          = 700.245 Kg 

g) Ratio Cement: Fine Aggregate:Coarse Aggregate 

=438:700.245:1083.086 

=1:1.6:2.47 
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• 4.2 Compressive Strength: - 
 

         Test result for 7,14,18 and  90 days for Bacterial Concrete the cube moulds of size 

150mm x 150mm x 150mm were cleaned and checked against the joint 

movement. A coat of oil was applied on the inner surface of the moulds and 

unbroken prepared for the concreting operation. Meantime the specified 

quantities of cement, fine mixture and coarse mixture (passing through IS sieve 

of 20mm size and maintained on 4.75 mm) for the actual combine were weighed 

accurately for concreting. Fine mixture and cement were mixed completely in an 

exceedingly hand mixer specified the colour of the mixture is uniform. Then, 

weighed amount of coarse mixture were further mixed until uniform dry mixture 

is obtained. Then, calculated amount of microorganism and water were further 

added and compounding were continuing for three to five minutes to obtain a 

regular combine. The wet concrete was poured into the moulds in a pair of three 

layers and compacted manually. Once concreting operations, the upper surface 

was levelled and finished with a mason’s trowel. The corresponding 

identification marks were labelled over the finished surface and that they were be 

tested for 7,14,28 days and  90-day strengths in an exceedingly compressive 

strength testing machine.  
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OBSERVATION TABLE     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                            TABLE  13:COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

PEAK STRESS(MPA) 7 DAYS 14 DAYS  28 DAYS           90 DAYS 

CODE AVG AVG AVG      AVG 

NORMAL 28.05 29.09 33.2 35.05 

CONCENTRATION I 

(30ML/Litre of Water) 

34.3 37.3 39.95 42.83 

CONCENTRATION II  

(45ML/Litre of Water) 

34.8 38.3 42.0 43.53 

CONCENTRATION III 

(60ML/Litre of Water) 

37.4 38.91 44.06 45.85 
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                                                FIG 3:Compressive Strength Bar Chart 

                        FIG 4: Comparison of behaviour of change in compressive strength 
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4.3 Flexural Strength Test result for 7,14,28 and 90 days for 

Bacterial Concrete: - 
         Moulds of 10cm x 10cm x 50cm were employed and therefore the Moulds were 

cleaned and therefore the joints between the sections of Moulds shall be thinly 

coated with oil and the same coating of oil shall be applied between the contact 

surfaces of all sides of the Moulds and the base plate so as to confirm that no 

water escapes throughout the filling. the inside faces of the assembled Moulds 

shall be thinly coated with Moulds oil to stop adhesion of the concrete. Meantime 

the desired quantities of cement, fine combination and corresponding coarse 

combination for the actual combine were weighed accurately for concreting. Fine 

combination and cement were mixed totally in a hand mixer such that the colour 

of the mixture was uniform. Then, weighed amount of coarse combination were 

added to the mixer so it turns into a uniform dry mixture. Then, calculated amount 

of water and microorganism were added and intermixture was continuing for 

concerning three to five minutes to urge a consistent combine. The wet concrete 

was poured into the Moulds in two to three layers and compacted manually. once 

concreting operations is over, the upper surface was levelled and finished with a 

mason’s trowel. The corresponding identification marks were labelled over the 

finished surface and therefore the beams were tested for 7,14,28 and 90 days’ 

strengths. 

              

        Observation Table 

FLEXURAL STRENGTH N/mm2 7 DAYS 14 DAYS  28 DAYS  90 DAYS 

NORMAL 7.95 8.00 8.02 8.4 

CONCENTRATION I 

(30ML/Litre of Water) 
8.06 8.31 8.50 8.55 

CONCENTRATION II  

(45ML/Litre of Water) 
9.1 9.33 9.52 9.77 

CONCENTRATION III (60ML/Litre of 

Water) 

10.30 10.50 10.55 10.82 

                                               Table 14 Flexural Strength of Concrete 
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                                                         FIG 5:Flexural Strength 

                  

                                       FIG 6:Behaviour of change in flexural Strength 
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           4.4  Split Tensile Strength Test:   
           Splitting tensile strength test in concrete cylinder (height 300mm, dia- 150mm) is 

a method to determine the tensile strength of concrete, which is one of its basic 
and important properties. Concrete due to its brittle nature is not expected to 
resist the direct tension and hence develop cracks when subjected to tensile 
forces. Thus, this test directly indicates the load at which concrete members tend 
to crack. 

                 Observation Table 
       

     
                                                                Table 15:Split Tensile Strength 

SPLIT TENSILE STRENGTH(Mpa) 7 DAYS 14 DAYS  28 DAYS  90 DAYS 

NORMAL 2.90 3.35 4.21 4.28 

CONCENTRATION I 

(30ML/Litre of Water) 
4.48 4.76 4.80 4.87 

CONCENTRATION II  

(45ML/Litre of Water) 
4.56 4.88 4.98 5.02 

CONCENTRATION III (60ML/Litre of 

Water) 

4.90 5.10 5.21 5.86 
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                                                    FIG 7: Split Tensile Strength Bar Chart                  
 

                  

                              FIG 8: Behaviour of Change in Spilt Tensile Strength 
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4.5  Ultrasonic pulse velocity test: - 
 

              The UPV [Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity] test will be conducted on the normal and    

bacterial concrete specimens under Direct method of testing. The equipment to be  

used will be RTUL UX4600 of accuracy 0.1µs and frequency 60KHz.  

          The UPV results were a direct indication of the density and hence the quality of 

the concrete specimens. High values of pulse velocities were expected from 

bacterial concrete specimens due to the filling of micro cracks in them owing to 

the calcite precipitation.   
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CHAPTER-5 

                                                 CONCLUSION 

The aim of the project was the experimental study of the bacterial concrete and 

its self-healing capabilities. 

From the different experiments conducted during the course of this project the 

results are summarised below. 

1.In this study it is found that bacillus subtilis was more suitable bacteria for 

self-healing concrete. 

2.The Compressive Strength of the Concrete having concentration of (60 

ml/litre of water) increased by 32.71% at 28 days as compared to normal 

concrete, however over all strength at 90th day was found to be increased by 

31%. 

3.The flexural strength of the concrete increased for by 31.54% as compared to 

normal concrete at 28 days and at 90 days it was found to be increased 28.80% 

at 90th day of testing. 

4.The change in tensile strength was also found to be on increasing side in the 

study, the tensile strength increased by 23.75% at 28 days for same 

concentration and at 90th day was found to have increased from 23.75% to 

36.91% as compared to normal concrete. 

5.As there in no change in compressive strength when concrete exposed to 

harsh weather conditions bacteria is alive in any extreme weather conditions. 
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CHAPTER-6                                                                                                                                     
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1. IS 456:2000,Indian Standard Code For code of practice for Plain and 

Reinforced Concrete(4th Revision),BIS,New Delhi 

2. IS 1199:1959:Method of Sampling and Analysis of concrete. 

3. IS 516:1959:Method of Test for strength of concrete  

4. IS 2386:(part I,II III &IV):Method of testing for aggregate for concrete. 

5. IS 10262-2009:Concrete Mix Proportioning. Guideline(first revision) 

6. IS 383:1970:Specification for coarse and fine aggregate for use in mass 

concrete. 

7. IS 4031: (PART 5) Method of tests for hydraulic cement. 

8. IS 2720:Method of tests on soils. 

9. BIS 812 Testing on aggregates. 
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                               CHAPTER 7  

                                                      PHOTOS   
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